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In this thesis, SrTiO3-based low dimensional electron systems have been studied 
experimentally or/and theoretically, with transport measurement being the principal 
experimental method. By growing multilayer structures, using certain different orientated 
crystal substrates, or applying electric field on perovskite oxide ultrathin films grown on 
SrTiO3, the physical properties of these systems could be engineered. Analytical or density 
functional theory (DFT) calculation is also used to explain the experimental data or to predict 
new phenomena. This thesis will present mainly the following four topics. 
Firstly, we present work on growth and experimental study of the bilayer two-dimensional 
electron gases (Bilayer-2DEGs) in LaAlO3/SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) systems. Bilayer-2DEGs have 
been successfully achieved in LAO/STO/LAO/STO superlattices. A strong nonlinear Hall 
effect was observed at 80 K due to multichannel conduction in bilayer-2DEGs. Further 
experiments such as gating effect on nonlinear Hall effect, Rashba spin-orbital interaction and 
photoluminescence (PL) will also be discussed. Temperature dependent PL measurements on 
single and bilayer 2DEGs were also carried out to study the carrier dynamics. 
Secondly, tuning the conductivity threshold, carrier density and electronic properties of 2DEG 
at LAO/STO interface by inserting a thin La0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (LSTO) layer will be presented. 
Thickness dependent carrier density with enhanced carrier density up to 5 times higher was 
observed. A complete thickness dependent metal-insulator phase diagram is obtained. The 
observations are discussed in terms of electronic reconstruction induced by bilayer polar 
oxides. 
Then experimental and DFT study of the partially flat bands and snake states in (110)-
orientated LAO/STO will be presented. Different from (001)-orientated STO, STO(110) has a 
Ti-O-Ti zigzag chain along [  ̅ ] direction. I will present novel features observed in the angle 
dependent in-plane magnetoresistance (MR) of anisotropic 2DEG at (110)-orientated 
LAO/STO. Combining with DFT calculation and experimental results, we confirm that 
 VIII 
 
selective orbitals occupy electronic states and a partially flat dyz/dxz band and hybridized and 
polarized orbital states formed in (110)-orientated heterostructures. A giant AMR signal up to 
104% at low temperatures was observed which is attributed to orbital induced AMR in this 
system. 
Finally Low-temperature scanning electron microscopy (LTSEM) imaging of tetragonal 
domains in STO will be discussed. In this work, we first observed electric field-induced high 
density ferroelectric twin walls in STO. A theoretical model is built to explain the generation 
of these field-induced twin walls and their ferroelectric nature. Multifunctional context of 
field-induced ferroelectricity in twin walls will be discussed, in addition to magnetism and 
superconductivity in STO, which paves a way to STO-based domain boundary engineering. 
These works on growing multilayer structures, using certain different orientated crystal 
substrates, or applying electric field on perovskite oxide ultrathin films grown on STO form 
the interfacial engineering, tuning and imaging electronic properties of two-dimensional 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
The development of the society likes a carriage moving ahead, the fundamental principle 
behind likes the whip. The whip which spurs on the carriage moving changes from Newton’s 
first law to quantum mechanism when the time goes from Stone Age to Information Age. In 
21 century, the carriage has already been into Electronic Age which is totally based on 
automatic or semiautomatic electronic devices or even spintronics devices.  
Electronic device is commonly silicon based and the size of the device is approaching its limit 
to several nanometers even to Angstrom in a speed of reducing the size by half in one to two 
years, which is described by Moore's law [1]. Since the end of 2013, the speed of the law has 
been slowing down due to the physical and engineering technique limit of device in nano 
scale which is dominated by quantum physics. However, the data storage surges since it has 
been into the Big Data era. For example, there are more than 2.5×10
18
 exabytes data was 
produced every day in 2012 and it would be much more since then [2]. In order to store and 
deal with these geometrically increased super-huge volume data, ultrafast and super density 
storage memory is highly demanded. Therefore, there is an intensive demand to search for 
multifunctional materials and systems for next generation devices to satisfy the market 
demand and the technique requirement [3].  
Strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO) is one candidate of the basis of next generation electronic 
system as its complex and multifunctional properties. Being one of typical perovskite oxides, 
strontium titanate has been used for many studies and applications [4,5]. In order to make 
electronic devices, low dimensional electronic systems such as 2D electron system with high 
mobility are preferred. For example, GaAs-based quantum wells and quantum dots have been 
widely studied for applications [6,7]. Writable storage memory with tunable charge density 
and multi-Bit storage is the aim of new developing oxide electronic device. In 2004, a 2 





makes it very promising to explore abundant interesting electronic properties, electronic 
devices and applications in STO-based perovskite oxide systems [9,10]. Emergent 
phenomena such as 2D superconductivity [11], ferromagnetism [10], thickness dependent 
metal-insulator transition [4-9] were found in such a heterostructure system. Combining those 
abundant properties observed in STO-based systems in a single device would be desirable for 
new generation electronics and spintronics. In fact, interfacial engineering is an effective and 
powerful method to modulate and tune the interface properties [12].  
The 2DEG formed at the perovskite oxides heterostructures is of great interest because of its 
potential applications in oxides electronics [13] and nanoscale multifunctional devices [14]. A 
canonical example is the 2DEG at the interface between a polar oxide LaAlO3 (LAO) and 
non-polar STO. Here, the LAO polar oxide can be regarded as the modulating or doping layer 
and is expected to define the electronic properties of 2DEG at the LAO/STO interface. 
However, to practically use the 2DEG in electronics and device design, desired properties 
such as tunable 2D carrier density, high mobility, tunable spin/magnetism states and device 
with ultra-small size are necessary [15-17].  
In this thesis, STO-based low dimensional electron systems have been studied experimentally 
or/and theoretically, with transport measurement being the principal experimental method. By 
growing symmetric/asymmetric multilayer structures, using certain orientated such as (001)- 
or (110)-orientated crystal substrates, applying electric field on perovskite oxide ultrathin 
films grown on STO [15], or inducing ferroelectricity on twin walls in bulk paraelectric STO, 
the physical properties of these systems could be engineered and tuned. Analytical or density 
functional theory (DFT) calculation is also used to explain the experimental data or to predict 
new phenomena. 
A brief literature review on related topics covered or involved in our thesis will be given in 
Chapter II. Topics such as 2DEG in LAO/STO, polar catastrophe mechanism, phase transition 





Chapter III gives an introduction on experimental thin film preparation and characterization 
techniques. 
Topological state/phase is a new direction in condensed matter physics and searching of 
quantum computers. An emergent topological superconductivity related to spin-orbital 
interaction was predicted in bilayer two-dimensional electron gases (bilayer-2DEGs) in 
STO/LAO/STO system which is thus very promising to explore. Due to the high requirement 
on STO surface termination for achieving 2DEG, bilayer-2DEGs is difficult to achieve as 
there is no 2DEG at STO/LAO interface. In Chapter IV, we will discuss the growth and 
experimental study of the bilayer-2DEGs in LAO/STO-based systems. Bilayer-2DEGs have 
been successfully achieved in LAO/STO/LAO/STO superlattices. A strong nonlinear Hall 
effect was observed at 80 K due to multichannel conduction in bilayer-2DEGs. Further 
experiments such as gating effect on nonlinear Hall effect, Rashba spin-orbital interaction and 
photoluminescence (PL) will also be discussed.  
The physics origin of 2DEG in LAO/STO has been explained by electronic reconstruction 
induced by polar potential diverging, termed “polar catastrophe”. This polar catastrophe 
mechanism explains many observed phenomena well such as thickness dependent metal-





low temperatures which is about 20 times smaller than theory prediction. The charge density 
doesn’t change too much by varying thickness of LAO which also does not agree with theory. 
Tuning the conductivity threshold, carrier density and electronic properties of 2DEG at 
LAO/STO interface by inserting a thin La0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (LSTO) layer will be presented in 
Chapter V. Thickness dependent carrier density with enhanced carrier density up to 5 times 
higher is observed. A complete thickness dependent metal-insulator phase diagram is 
obtained. The observations are discussed in terms of electronic reconstruction induced by 





Chapter VI will discuss experimental and DFT study of the novel orbital physics and 
electronic properties such as snake states and partially flat heavy bands in (110)-orientated 
LAO/STO. Different from (001)-orientated STO, (110)-orientated STO has a Ti-O-Ti zigzag 
chain along [  ̅ ] direction. Novel features are observed in the angle dependent in-plane 
magnetoresistance (MR) of anisotropic 2DEG at (110)-orientated LAO/STO. Combining with 
DFT calculation and experimental results, we confirm that selective orbitals occupy electronic 
states and a partially flat band as well as snake states formed along Ti-O-Ti zigzag chain 
direction [  ̅ ]. The observed giant anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) up to 104% is 
attributed to orbital induced AMR which is in the content of variable range hopping. 
Domain boundary engineering aims at making devices by using ferroelectric domain walls in 
ferroelectric materials such as BaTiO3 by making use of thickness of domain walls at 
nanoscale around 1-2 nm. Domain walls could be high density thus is very promising for 
making devices. STO has a cubic-tetragonal ferroelastic phase transition at 105 K and there 
are tetragonal domain and domain walls formed below the transition temperature. However, 
STO is quantum paraelectric at low temperatures and it could be made into ferroelectric phase 
by applying electric field or stress. In Chapter VII, we image the tetragonal domains in STO 
by using Low-temperature scanning electron microscopy (LTSEM). In this chapter, I will 
present the first observation of electric field-induced high density ferroelectric twin walls in 
STO. Tetragonal domains could have different intersections with substrate plane regarding to 
different orientation which is proofed by calculation. A theoretical model is built to explain 
the generation of these field-induced twin walls and their ferroelectric nature. Multifunctional 
context of field-induced ferroelectricity in twin walls will be discussed, in addition to 






Chapter 2 Perovskite oxide heterostructures and interfaces 
Strontium Titanate is one of very promising candidates of the basis of next generation 
electronic system as its complex and multifunctional properties for Post Moore’s law [1,3,18]. 
Being one of typical perovskite oxides, Strontium Titanate has been used for many studies 
and applications [4,5, and references therein]. The discovery of 2DEG [8] in LAO/STO 
heterostructures makes it very promising to explore abundant interesting electronic properties, 
electronic devices and applications in STO based perovskite oxide systems [9-12]. Our topics 
will focus on low dimensional electron system in STO based perovskite oxide 
heterostructures and interfaces to explore new physics and possible applications. 
2.1  Perovskite oxide heterostructures 
2.1.1 Perovskite oxide 
Perovskite oxide was originally discovered from CaTiO3 mineral and now has been 
recognized as a class of complex oxides which can be described by the formula of ABO3. ‘A’ 
cite is usually occupied by an alkaline earth metal element such as Nd, or rare earth metal 
element such as La, and ‘B’ cite is usually occupied by a transition metal element such as Ti 
and Fe. Generally speaking, the structure of perovskite oxides could be cubic, tetragonal and 
orthorhombic. The typical materials are CaTiO3, SrTiO3, LaAlO3, NdGaO3, and (LaAlO3)0.3-
(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic cubic structure of ABO3 oxides. ‘A’ cite cation 
is usually larger in size than ‘B’ cite cation, and anion ‘O’ bonds to both ‘A’ and ‘B’ cations. 
ABO3 perovskite can be considered as a stack of alternating sublayers of AO and BO2. 
Depending on the valence of the cations and the net charge states in the sublayers, the 
perovskite can be classified into polar and non-polar materials. For example, since both of the 















sublayers. Combination of polar and non-polar perovskite oxides can lead to intriguing 
properties at the interface which are not observed in their bulk constituents.  
 
Figure 2.1 Sketch of cubic ABO3 perovskite structure. 
 
Owing to various combinations of different A- and B-cations, the sensitivity of structure 
transitions, and the subtle interactions between charge, orbital, spin and even lattice degree of 
freedom, perovskite materials can exhibit a wide class of physical properties [19]. For 
example, STO is an insulating quantum paraelectric material [20], while BaTiO3 is a 
ferroelectric material; SrRuO3 is a metallic ferromagnetic material, while SrMnO3 is an 
antiferromagnetic material [21]. Moreover, STO is a band insulator with a band gap of around 
3.2 eV while LaTiO3 is a Mott insulator with Mott-Hubbard gap of around 0.2 eV.  Through 
charge doping, insulating STO and LAO can be tuned to be metallic behavior in La1-xSrxTiO3 
[22]. Antiferromagnetic SrMnO3 and LaMnO3 can be tuned to be magnetic in La1-xSrxMnO3 
which has various orbital ordering and different phases [23]. Moreover, the lattice orientation 
also affects the physical properties such as (110)-orientated STO has quite different surface 





avenues to search for new and multi-properties in perovskite oxides by modifying the 
interplay between charge, spin, orbital and even lattice degree of freedom of metal cations.  
STO and LAO are the perovskite oxides which have been studied intensively since their 
interfaces have been demonstrated to show many intriguing properties. STO has a cubic 
structure with a lattice constant of 3.905 Å at room temperature. With decreasing temperature, 
its structure changes from cubic to tetragonal at ~105 K, and to orthorhombic at even lower 
temperatures [24-26]. STO has a dielectric constant value of ~300 at room temperature, 
increasing to 24000 at liquid Helium temperature [27]. Thus, it is an ideal material as a gate 
dielectric in oxide-based electric field-effect devices. Though STO is a band insulator with a 
large band gap, oxygen vacancies and chemical doping can induce conductivity in STO, and 
even superconductivity at around 300 mK [28-31]. Oxygen vacancies can be technically 
induced by thermal annealing in vacuum, ion milling and bombardment of high-energy 
plasma produced by pulsed laser beam irradiation. Charge doping can be induced, for 
example, by La substitution for Sr, and Nd substitution for Ti, or inducing oxygen vacancies. 
In contrast, for another band insulator LAO which has a band gap of 5.6 eV, it is difficult to 
induce conductivity by introducing oxygen vacancies. LAO has a rhombahedral structure at 
room temperature and transforms into a cubic structure at temperature above 875 K [32,33]. 
For simplicity, LAO can be regarded as pseudo-cubic structure at room temperature and has a 
lattice constant of 3.79 Å. Due to their close lattice constant and high quality substrate surface 
terminations [34], both STO and LAO serve as important substrates for the growth of many 
oxide thin films, such as high-Tc cuprate and manganite, and 2-dimensional electron systems 
based on STO. 
2.1.2 STO-based oxide heterostructures 
Strontium Titanate has a cubic perovskite structure and has been used as a substrate for film 
growth [4]. Many perovskite oxides such as STO, LAO and (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7 have 





make it easy to build electronic devices and systems on strontium titanate. A typical example 
is the observation of emerging two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) when very thin LAO is 
grown on TiO2-terminated STO [8]. Even though the original LAO and STO are two 
insulating and nonmagnetic oxide, abundant interesting phenomena such as 2D 
superconductivity [11], ferromagnetism [10], thickness dependent metal-insulator transition 
[4-9] have been observed in this unexpected 2DEG in LAO/STO heterostructures. Much work 
has been done to understand these interesting phenomena and different mechanisms have 
been proposed, which include oxygen vacancies, polarization catastrophe, multiband filling 
and so on [14,36-39]. Even though any of mechanisms could be used to explain some of 
related experimental results, these mechanisms are still under debate and do not fully reveal 
the physics behind the emergent of the 2DEG in LAO/STO. The topic related to the 
mechanism of the emergent of 2DEG will be covered in detail in Chapter IV. 
As a complex material, STO based electronic system is usually tunable by applying external 
field (e.g. magnetic field [40], electric field [41-43] and strain [41]), showing potential for 
increasing the functionalities of devices. Furthermore, the crystallization orientation of STO 
such as [110] and [111] also has significant influence on the electronic properties of 2DEG in 
LAO/STO or 2DEG in irradiated STO, as the orientation of the film depending on the 
orientation of substrate [44-46]. For example, unexpected anisotropic 2DEG in 
LAO/STO(110) has been observed [44,46]. This 2DEG has remarkable anisotropy and has a 
totally different electronic band structure comparing with normal 2DEG in LAO/STO(001) 
which deserves further study. This topic will be discussed in Chapter VI. 
STO is a quantum paraelectric material and undergoes cubic to tetragonal phase transition at 
temperature about 105 K. Tetragonal domain forms below the transition temperature and thus 
might have influence on the electronic properties of the 2DEG in LAO/STO. In fact, there are 
few reports on mapping the tetragonal domain by using electrostatic interaction such as 





(SET) [48]. However, these reports are basically based on the interaction between probe and 
electrons in the 2DEG instead of intrinsic probing of 2DEG. An intrinsic method which could 
probe 2DEG directly would be very interesting and highly needed. This topic will be 
discussed in Chapter VII. 
Besides LAO/STO heterostructures, LaTiO3 and GdTiO3 on STO are another two classical 
STO based perovskite oxide heterostructures. 
2.2 Flat bands 
A flat band means the effective mass of the particle is infinite in the momentum space, i.e. the 
particle is so heavy that it can’t move and therefore not dispersive in the dispersion relation. 
Since its infinity effective mass, the particle could not possess any kinetic energy to avoid the 
divergence of the total energy. In the real space, it means the hopping of the particle between 
different regions is turned off, such that the particle is strongly localized and just sit there one-
by-one, like the atomic limit in solid-state physics. The energy levels of all states are 
degenerated, and there is no hybridization, and hence the band has to be flat. Thus it leads to 
many interesting phases, such as ferromagnets, as well as topologically ordered phases, which 
has conventional broken symmetries [49,50]. There have also been various proposals to 
realize and study flat bands in experimental systems, ranging from oxide heterostructures to 
optical lattices of ultracold fermions with an artificial gauge field [51,52]. In a different vein, 
the realization of various frustrated hopping models of ultracold bosons in optical lattices has 
motivated interest in the rather less well-studied problem of bosons in flat bands. 
The flat-band states could be strongly spin polarized thus it could have ferromagnetism and 






Ferroelectricity is usually related to or coupled to piezoelectricity in the content of 
ferroelectric such as BaTiO3 and Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3 (0≤x≤1) (PZT). Piezoelectricity is a 
phenomenon of coupling mechanical and electrical responses of materials [54]. When a 
mechanical stress is applied to a piezoelectric material, say, BaTiO3, a voltage signal is 
generated. On the other hand, when a voltage is applied to BaTiO3, the shape and dimensions 
of the material change. Therefore, the mechanical energy can be converted into electrical 
energy. Thus, these materials such as BaTiO3 and PZT have the ability to convert mechanical 
energy into electrical energy, and thus save energy. In some piezoelectric materials, there is 
spontaneous polarization (PS) occurring along certain crystalline directions, wherein the local 
positive charge centre of the unit cell (uc) is deviated from the negative charge centre, as 
shown in Figure 2.2, this could then lead to the internal electric dipole even without applying 
any external electric field. The direction of the spontaneous polarization is termly called the 
polar axis which has different meaning from the one in ‘polar oxide’. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Schematic plot of spontaneous polarization. 
 
If the direction of the spontaneous polarization in a crystal can be reversed by applying a 
large electric field, the crystal is called a ferroelectric material [55]. The area with a 
spontaneous polarization uniformly aligned in a certain direction is a ferroelectric domain. 
Ferroelectric domain walls separate different domains with different orientations of the 





electrostatic energy of depolarizing fields and the elastic energy, and the domain wall energy 
[56]. Furthermore, since the direction of polarization among neighbouring domains is random, 
the net polarization of the whole material could be zero or very small.  By use of an electric 
field or external stress, a ferroelectric domain switches its polar axis from the original random 
orientation to align as close as possible to the applied electric field direction [57]. The process 
of polarization switching and strain alteration by applying bias is called poling [58,59]. 
In non-ferroelectric materials, the domain walls could have local dipole as the unit structure 
of the domain wall is deformed from its bulk, for example, the domain wall of STO has a 
deformed structure rather than the tetragonal structure in its domain matrix. Thus the domain 
wall could exhibit local polarization and might be ferroelectric if one applies large electric 
field on it. This is one of main contents in Chapter VII.   
2.4 Domain boundary engineering 
Domain boundaries usually contain functionalities which do not exist in their bulk constituent. 
Examples are (super-) conducting twin walls in insulating WO3, highly conducting walls in 
multiferroic BiFeO3 and in structural interfaces between STO and LAO, and ferroelectric 
walls in non-ferroelectric CaTiO3 bulk. From very few man-made interfaces that they contain 
elements which are at the core of future device applications such as ferroelectric or 
ferromagnetic memories, conducting sheets for capacitors, and nano-wires, chemical feeders 
in medical applications etc. These systems form the core of the emerging field of ‘Domain 
Boundary Engineering’, but there are very few systems. The emerging field of ‘Domain 
Boundary Engineering’ endeavors to generate such functional interfaces in a multitude of 
materials for basic studies and applications in device materials. 
Twin boundaries between tetragonal domains (twin walls) in STO are of particular interest as 
they may be electrically conducting and polar at low temperatures [60-63]. The ability of twin 
walls to exhibit conductivity was established by Seidel et al. [64,65], with subsequent 





Niez [68] was that ferroic domain walls could exhibit phase transitions different from those in 
the surrounding lattice. An example is the superconducting transition found in ferroelastic 
twin walls in WO3 [69]. Ferroelectric stripe domains can be injected, one at a time, in 
ferroelectric KTiOPO4 thin-films by slowly increasing the applied voltage [70]. This 
phenomenon requires that either the material or at least its domain walls are ferroelectric. In 
the case of STO, it has been suggested on the basis of resonant ultrasound spectroscopy [60] 
and supported by numerical simulations [62] that the ferroelastic domain walls become 
ferroelectric at low temperatures. 
It is easier to couple various properties in the twin boundaries than in the tetragonal domains. 
More coupling phenomena could occur at twin boundaries, such as the gradient coupling due 
to the local change near a twin wall of the octahedral twist order parameter [71]. Coupling of 
different order parameters opens the door for a multitude of novel effects on the nanometer 
length scale of the thickness of a twin wall. Besides the ferroelasticity below 105 K and field-
induced ferroelectricity at low temperature, STO has been shown to be superconducting 
below 300 mK [11,31] and ferromagnetism even up to room temperature [10,72,73]. The 
conducting twin walls could play the role of electric wiring in multiferroic domain wall 
devices. In future work, possible coupling among these intriguing properties will have to be 






Chapter 3 Sample Preparation and Measurement Techniques 
This chapter describes techniques used in sample and device preparation and characterization 
of thin films, interfaces and heterostructures investigated in my four year PhD study. The 
introduction to thin film and device fabrication techniques, the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 
assisted with reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and photolithography, thin 
film characterization techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), physical property 
measurement system (PPMS), and structural analysis technique X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 
X-ray Development and Demonstration (XDD) will be given. Finally I will discuss different 
imaging techniques we used in our studies. 
3.1 Sample preparation and device fabrication 
3.1.1 Substrate treatment and single termination  
Perovskite oxide heterostructures have attracted much attention in the past two decades [for 
example, Ref. [9,10]]. The fabrication of artificial crystalline materials through layer-by-layer 
epitaxial growth with full control over the composition and structure at atomic level has 
become one of the most exciting areas of research in condensed matter physics and material 
science. The substrate with atomically smooth surface is very crucial to obtain high-quality 
thin film and heterostructures and in favour of device fabrication [4,34,35]. SrTiO3 (STO) is 
one of the most used substrates for film growth, especially growing perovskite oxides thin 
films on it, because of the close lattice constants, structure and other physical properties 
between STO and those materials [4,21].  
STO has a stacked layer structure with two alternative SrO and TiO2 sublayer along [001] 
direction. Usually the surface of the STO substrate is mixed with TiO2 and SrO termination 
for as-received samples. Due to the termination of STO substrate surface could affect the 





heterostructures such as LaAlO3 (LAO) thin film on STO substrates, in which the single-
terminated surfaces of SrO or TiO2 can greatly improve the quality of the thin films and result 
in different behavior, such as insulating and conducting for two different terminations. 
Therefore, STO substrate with single-terminated, especially TiO2-termination in LAO/STO 
case, is also necessary to obtain high-quality films and heterostructures. Furthermore, other 
substrates with single terminations, such as LAO, (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7, and 
NdGaO3(110) are also important for perovskite oxide thin films and heterostructures. 
Atomically flat TiO2-terminated STO(100) substrates could be obtained by immersing the 
substrate into the buffered hydrofluoric (HF) acid for treatment for 30 seconds and then do 
thermal annealing at 950 
o
C for 0.5 to 1.5 hour with heating speed at 5 K/min and cooling 
speed at 3 K/min. 




Atomically flat SrO-terminated STO(100) substrates could be obtained by thermal annealing 
at 1400 
o
C for around 5-10 hours. Alternatively, one can achieve SrO-termination on STO 
substrate by depositing one uc SrO layer on STO(001).  
Atomically flat LAO(100) substrates could be obtained by thermal annealing at 1000 
o
C for 2 
hours. 








Figure 3.1 AFM images of single terminated STO substrates.  (a) TiO2-terminated STO(001) 
annealed at 950 
o
C for 1.5 hour after treatment by buffered HF for 30 s. (b) SrO-terminated 
STO(001) annealed at 1050 
o
C for 2.5 hours. (c) STO(110) sample annealed at 1050 
o
C for 
2.5 hours. (d) TiO2-terminated STO(111) annealed at 950 
o
C for 1.5 hour after treatment by 
buffered HF for 30 s.  
 
3.1.2 Sample growth by pulsed laser deposition 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system is used to grow oxide thin films and heterostructures in 
this work. PLD is a useful method to synthesize high quality oxide thin films with well-
designed stoichiometry by layer-by-layer growth. Figure 3.2 shows the schematic diagram of 
a PLD setup with in-situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Before 




 Torr according to 
the deposition requirement by using a turbo molecular pump. Depending on the material to be 
deposited, the pressure in the chamber can be controlled under various ambiences (e.g. O2, 
N2). The substrate is glued on the heater with silver paste and the heater’s temperature varies 
from room temperature to ~1000 
o








from 1 Hz to say 20 Hz is focused onto a target which is either crystalline or noncrystalline 
solid solution of the material. The interaction between the laser beam and the material 
generates a high-energy plasma plume. The wavelength of the laser is around 250 nm. The 
material flux provided by the plasma plume is deposited on the surface of the substrate and 
form a thin film. The distance between the substrate and target is around several centimeters 
and can be controlled by moving the heater and the target. The laser is a Lambda Physik 
Excimer KrF UV laser. The area of the laser spot is usually several mm
2
 and the laser energy 
intensity on the target can be 1-2 J/cm
2
.   
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of a pulsed laser deposition setup. Left: scheme of PLD; Right: 
PLD system in NanoCore Lab, NUS. 
 
RHEED is used to in-situ monitor the thin film growth.  A RHEED system generally consists 
of an electron gun and detector with a phosphor florescent screen. During the characterization, 
an electron beam is emitted from RHEED gun, incident onto the substrate surface with a low 
grazing angle, and then reflected and diffracted into the detector. The reflection and 
diffraction beams are then collected by a florescent screen. Since the incident angle is very 
low, only the top few atomic layers contribute to the diffraction pattern. This enables the 
measurement of the surface properties. The main spot (specular spot) inside the rectangle is 





film growth. The intensity of the specular spot is roughly proportional to the surface flatness. 
High intensity suggests smooth surfaces while low intensity suggests rough surface. During 
the deposition, the intensity of the selected area of specular spot is integrated and shown as a 
function of time (Figure 3.3). In the layer-by-layer growth mode, at the begining of deposition, 
the intensity decreases down to the lowest value at which half of monolayer is completed. 
This is due to the surface roughness increases and reaches its maximum when the substrate is 
half covered by the deposited materials, corresponding to the appearance of a large number of 
pits on the surface. After that the intensity gradually increases until one monolayer is grown, 
since the adatoms diffuse into those pits to complete the growth of the latter half layer. Such 
process is repeated again and again as the thin film growth continues and the corresponding 
intensity oscillations are obtained. Figure 3.3 shows the RHEED intensity oscillations for 22-
monolayer STO grown on LAO(001). Clear oscillations of reflection intensity indicate a 
prefect layer-by-layer growth. One oscillation represents the growth of one monolayer STO.  
 
Figure 3.3 RHEED intensity oscillations for 22 uc STO grown on LAO (100). (a) RHEED 
oscillation. (b) RHEED pattern at RT. (c) RHEED pattern at 950 
o
C before deposition. (d) 
RHEED pattern at 950 
o
C after deposition. 
 



























3.1.3 Device fabrication with photolithography 
Samples are made into Hall bar configuration for transport measurement. Typical 
photolithography technique is used for the device fabrication. The details are shown in Figure 
3.4 below. 
 
Figure 3.4 Photolithography process of device fabrication. (a) Etching technique. (b) 
Amorphous insulator as hard mask. 
 
3.2 Sample characterization techniques 
3.2.1 Structure characterization  
3.2.1.1 X-ray Diffraction and X-ray Development and Demonstration 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to characterize the material structure. Figure 3.5(a) shows 
schematically the geometry of XRD, illustrating the geometrical relationship between the 
XRD and the crystal plane separation distance. The incident X-ray beams having the same 
wave phase are diffracted on each crystal plane. The length difference between the beams is 
Patterning process
Schematic overview of 
Pattern transfer from a
mask to photoresist on 
sample.
Schematic overview for 
patterning thin film. 
(a) Use etching technique 






the total length of line BC and line CD. When the length of line BC and CD is equal to a 
multiple integer times of the wavelength of the incident X-ray, the diffracted beam intensity 
shows maximum value. The position and the angle are generally determined by the Bragg 
equation. The two important parameters are the intensity peak position and full width at half 
maximum, which are determined by the lattice parameter and the crystallinity of the films. 
 
Figure 3.5 (a) Schematic geometry of X-ray diffraction. (b) ω-scan  (c) θ-2θ scan 
 
In this thesis, the XRD measurements are done using Bruker D8 Discover in NUSNNI-
NanoCore and PANalytical X’pert in Physics Department. In some experiments, the 
measurements are done using X-ray Development and Demonstration (XDD) beam line at 





3.2.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterizes the sample surface and the film quality. 
Generally speaking, an AFM consists of a tip, laser and photodiode detector. During the 
measurement, the tip is scanned on the sample surface; a laser beam is shone on the backside 
of the cantilever and is reflected into the photo detector. The tip displacement resulting from 
tip-sample surface interaction force is amplified by the laser and the morphology of the 
sample surface is obtained by analysing the relative light intensity.  Figure 3.1 shows four 
AFM images. Figure 3.6 schematically shows the principle of the AFM. 
 
Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of an atomic force microscopy 
 
3.2.2 Electrical transport property characterization 
Electrical transport is the main measurement technique used in this thesis. We use a 
commercial Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) to characterize 
electrical transport properties. Generally, there are mainly two types of measurements used in 
transport studies in our work: temperature dependent resistivity and magnetoresistance 





effect measurement. In some measurements, we also use Dilute Refrigerator for ultralow 
temperature measurement at 1 K to 100 mK. MR measurement gives the carrier interactions 
such as electron-electron scattering, and the magnetic interactions in the system. Hall effect 
measurement measures the mobile carrier density of the system. 
The resistivity measurement can be performed by use of four-probe method in order to 
minimize the influence of contact resistance, and can be in the form of van der Pauw or linear, 
which gives a resistance of R12, 34=V34/I12. Similarly, another resistance R13, 24=V24/I13 can also 
be obtained, in which the current I13 is perpendicular to I12. The intrinsic sheet resistance Rs of 
the sample can be calculated from the van der Pauw equation 12,34 13,24
/ /
e e 1s s
R R R R  
  . In 
the case of nearly isotropic system, where R13, 24 = R12, 34 = R, the sheet resistance can be 







3.2.2.1 Physical property measurement system 
Magnetoresistance measurement with both longitudinal linear MR or transverse Hall 
Resistance could be measured from Hall bar device patterned with photolithography. The 
temperature of the system could be varied from 1.9 K to 400 K. The magnetic field varies 
from -9 to 9 T. 
3.2.2.2 Dilute Refrigerator 
The Dilute Refrigerator in our lab can reach 100 mK to 3 K up to room temperature. The 





3.2.3 Imaging techniques 
3.2.3.1 Low Temperature Scanning electron Microscopy (LTSEM) 
Low temperature scanning electron microscopy with electrical imaging is used to map the 
electrical properties of the oxide heterostructures based on STO. The details will be given in 
Chapter VII. 
3.2.3.2 Helium Ion Microscopy (HIM) 
The Helium Ion Microscope (HIM) is a revolutionary technology capable of resolving tiny 
features with high contrast and resolution (~10 nm, can be even nanometer scale in the best 
cases). The Plasmonics and Advanced Imaging Technology (P&AIT) lab under NanoCore 
(NUS) houses the first helium ion microscope installed in Asia. The official opening of 
P&AIT was held in 2009. Not only is the HIM capable of imaging surfaces, it can also be 
adapted to distinguish atoms on the surface with different masses. Furthermore, materials can 
be directly patterned through lithography or direct material modification. Such applications of 
the microscope include advancing MOS devices and developing new materials such as 
grapheme for semiconductor devices. Figure 3.7 shows the principle of the HIM patterning 
and imaging. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show typical HIM images and patterns made by HIM 
in NUSNNI-NanoCore. 
HIM imaging and patterning of 2DEG was planned to be part of my project in the beginning 
stage of my PhD research, however, due to the imaging and patterning of oxide films is not 
good enough to perform further work on it, we stopped this project. One possible reason for 
the less effective patterning of the 2DEG by HIM could be due to the metal elements in 

























Chapter 4 Tunable bilayer 2DEGs in LAO/STO superlattices 
In this chapter, we show the synthesis of LAO/STO superlattices, investigation of transport 
properties in LAO/STO/LAO/STO(001) system in which bilayer-2DEGs occurs. A strong 
nonlinearity in the Hall resistivity is found when the temperature is below 80 K. This effect is 
attributed to multichannel conduction of interfacial charges generated in double 
heterostructures of LAO/STO where 2DEG is produced. The multichannel conduction is 
confirmed by back gating modulation of Hall effect. Our result suggests the possibility to 
achieve coupled bilayer 2DEG layers in LAO/STO superlattices. Temperature dependent 
evolution of photoluminescence (PL) in bilayer-2DEGs is also demonstrated which is 
different from that of single 2DEG in LAO/STO and doped STO. The PL spectrum and 
dynamics show abrupt changes below 170 K in both 2DEG and bilayer-2DEGs. The PL 
dynamics in single- and bilayer- 2DEGs could be described by a simple model involving 
carrier localization, radiative bimolecular recombination, and Auger recombination. The 
unusual temperature dependence of PL dynamics is caused by the crossover from Auger 
recombination at high temperatures to carrier localization at low temperatures. We discuss the 
temperature-dependent PL dynamics in conjunction with the high carrier mobility of 2DEG in 
LAO/STO at low temperatures. 
4.1 Motivation 
Advances in thin film growth techniques such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD) over the last 
several decades have made it possible to fabricate closely spaced double quantum well 
structures [6]. For example, double 2DEG quantum wells and electron-hole bilayers have 
been successfully achieved in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [7]. These coupled 2D systems 
have enabled the study of many-body effects like electron-electron scattering and electron-
hole interactions. As a result, many interesting phenomena have been observed in these 





bilayer electron systems [75,76]. A lot of fascinating properties of 2DEG observed in STO 
based heterostructures have been discovered [8-11,16,77] such as 2D superconductivity [11], 
large tunable spin-orbit interaction [16,77], relatively high carrier density compared to 
conventional semiconductors and dxy ferromagnetism [10]. Though the physical mechanism 
under the occurrence of 2DEG is still under debate, the exploration of the electronic and 
magnetic properties of multilayer stacked interfaces in LAO/STO system has attracted 
intensive attention [78-83]. 
Indeed, there are various experimental and theoretical investigations on closely spaced 
conducting sheets in LAO/STO system. The electronic coupled closely spaced interfaces in 
STO/LAO/STO multilayer structures has been reported and found that there is a critical 
separation distance of 6 uc, below which the interface conductivity and carrier density 
decrease [80]. It is shown that the high carrier mobility is maintained down to subnanometre 
interface spacing in those coupled interface systems. Their result implies that it is possible to 
realize closely spaced conducting sheets in these otherwise insulating oxide systems when the 
distance between the conducting sheets is larger than certain value, say, 6 uc. The transport 
and optical signatures of electron-hole bilayers in STO capped LAO/STO system reported in 
2010 is an important contribution in achieving bilayer conducting LAO/STO system [81]. 
More excitingly, topological superconductivity is recently predicted in the coupled bilayer 
Rashba LAO/STO/LAO system which may find potential applications in spintronics as shown 
in Figure 4.1 [82]. By changing the distance between two spatially spaced 2DEGs, one could 
tune the Fermi level within the gap between the bonding state and antibonding state, which is 
important to realize the possible nontrivial topological superconductivity [82]. The Rashba 
spin-orbital interaction is crucial to achieve nontrivial state as it could hybridise the bonding 
and antibonding states. Considering these rich properties and possible phases which are 
expected to exist in this tunable coupled bilayer-2DEGs oxide system, the realization and 









Figure 4.1 (a) (left panel) Schematic view of the model with the interfaces between two kinds 
of materials A and B. An example is that A is LAO and B is STO. 2DEGs are formed in STO 
side and we expect these two hybridize with sufficiently short width of the middle layer. 
(right panel) Schematic wave functions of bonding and anti-bonding states along z-direction. 
The hybridization splits two Rashba bands into bonding and anti-bonding states with the 
hybridization gap. (b) Dispersion of the Hamiltonian of bilayer Rashba model. The position of 
the Fermi energy (A-C) is crucial to non-trivial phases. (From Ref. [82].) 
 
4.2 Experimental design and procedure 
We grow LAO/STO/LAO/STO(001) superlattices with different thickness and study their 
transport properties. Nonlinear Hall effect is observed in this system at low temperatures. The 
nonlinear Hall effect is usually due to either multi-type of carriers or multi-channel 
conduction [84]. In order to confirm whether it is multi-channel conduction induced by the 
bilayer-2DEGs, we applied negative electric field back gating to tune the bottom 2DEG. By 
applying large negative gating, the nonlinear Hall effect could be tuned to linear for spatially 
spaced multi-channel conduction. Since tunable Rashba spin-orbit coupling has been reported 
in LAO/STO by modulating the magnetoresistance with back gating [16], modulation of 







Figure 4.2 RHEED Characterization of the film growth. Upper panel: Temperature dependent 
evolution of RHEED pattern. BD is before deposition and AD is after deposition. After 
growth of the films, there are straight lines appear in which are diffraction patterns from LAO 
and STO. Lower panel: RHEED oscillations during the deposition of 5 uc LAO, 12 uc STO 
and 6 uc LAO on STO (001) substrate. 
 
Samples were prepared by PLD, ablating LAO and STO targets onto TiO2-terminated STO 
(001) substrates as discussed in section 3.1.1 with oxygen partial pressure of 5×10
−4
 Torr at 
about 750 
o
C. The laser (248 nm) energy density was 1.4 J/cm
2
 and the repetition rate was 1 
Hz as described in section 3.1.2. Samples with different LAO and STO thicknesses were 
grown, layer by layer with in situ RHEED monitoring (Figure 4.2). STO thin film grown on 
LAO substrate doesn’t achieve metallic 2DEG. Thus we design our bilayer-2DEGs in a 
structure consisting of LAO/STO/LAO on STO(001) substrate. To be specific, we fabricated 
several samples with different LAO and STO thickness as follows: sample 1 with a thickness 
of 7 uc, 15 uc and 7 uc for LAO, STO and LAO, respectively (noted as S1), sample 2 with 15 
uc, 20 uc and 15 uc (S2), sample 3 with 20 uc, 20 uc and 20 uc (S3). For comparison we also 



































fabricated one sample with only 20 uc LAO (S4). We performed Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) analysis on the sample S1 to verify the quality of the heterostructures as 
shown in Figure 4.3. The data suggests that high quality multilayer structure of 
LAO/STO/LAO/STO(001) is obtained. 
 
Figure 4.3 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the sample S1. (a) TEM image 
of sample S1. Diffraction from a selected area at the film (b) and the substrate (c).  
 
Figure 4.4 Temperature dependence of the resistance of sample S1. Inset: Structure of (6, 12, 
5) uc LAO/STO/LAO on STO(001) substrate. Yellow represents the conducting channel 











Figure 4.5 Transport properties of sample S1, S2 and S3. (a) Sheet resistance Rs vs 
Temperature behaviour of bilayer-2DEGs for samples S1, S2 and S3. (b) Hall effect of 
sample S2 measured at various temperatures. Nonlinear Hall effect appears at low 
temperatures. (c) Hall effect at 2 K for sample S1, S2 and S3. (d) Hall effect at 80 K of 
samples S1, S2 and S3. 
 
4.3 Bilayer Two-dimensional Electron Gas 
In section 4.2, by varying the thickness of LAO and STO film in LAO/STO/LAO/STO(001) 
superlattices, metallic 2DEGs have been achieved. Transport especially magnetotransport 
properties will be presented in this section. 
4.3.1 Electrical transport and nonlinear Hall effect 
Figure 4.4 shows temperature dependence of the resistance (RT) of sample S1, showing 
metallic behaviour. A schematic structure of LAO/STO/LAO on STO (001) substrate is 
shown in inset of Figure 4.4. Similarly, S2 and S3 also show metallic behaviour as shown in 







and the nonlinearity increases at lower temperature (see Figure 4.5(c) and (d)). Nonlinear Hall 
effect could be explained by two channel model or two types of carrier model. We ascribe it 
to double electron channels at the two LAO/STO interfaces in the existence of 
LAO/STO/LAO/STO heterostructures which might form coupled double interfaces [85].  
4.3.2 Two channel conduction 
4.3.2.1 Fitting nonlinear Hall effect to two channel model 
We focus on the sample S2 in particular since all three samples have similar transport 
behaviors as shown in Figure 4.5. By fitting nonlinear Hall effect data in Figure 4.6(a) to two 
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                                                                                                                           Equation 4.1 
 
in which n is sheet carrier density and  is carrier mobility with additional constraint Rxx(0) = 
1/[e(n11+n22)], 1 and 2 represent two different channels; we extract densities and mobilities 
of the two channels (Figure 4.6(b)). We fitted the Rxy(B) data with constraints by sheet 
resistance and Hall coefficient at zero field according to Ref. [84]. Our fitting results show 









. Mobilities of the two channels also show an order of magnitude difference. 
The lower carrier density channel has a higher mobility at around 1900 cm
2
/Vs at 2 K while 
the channel with higher carrier density has a lower mobility at around 300 cm
2
/Vs. Most 
importantly, both channels both have a negative carrier density which indicates the presence 
of two different 2DEG channels. At high temperatures above 100 K, the Hall Resistance 
could be fitted with a single carrier model as the lower carrier density in the two channel 
model disappears. This is consistent with the two channel model and the appearance of 





with both nonlinear Hall effect and single carrier linear Hall effect. The fitting results are 
shown in details in Table 4.1 to Table 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.6 (a) Hall effect of sample S2 measured at various temperatures at zero gate voltage. 
(b) Carrier density and mobility vs T of S1 calculated by fitting nonlinear Hall effect to the 
two channel model. Black dots represent carrier 1 and red dots represent carrier 2. Red square 
is for mobility of carrier 1. Red circle is for carrier density of carrier 1. Black square is for 
mobility of carrier 2, and black hexagon is for carrier density of carrier 2. Blue and orange 
lines are guides to the eyes. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 (a) Hall effect with modulation by applying a series of back gate voltages at 2 K of 
sample S2. Inset: Schematic show of the back gating field effect experiment. (b) Extracted 
carrier density and mobility of two carriers for different back gate voltages. 
 
4.3.2.2 Electric field gating effect 
In order to further confirm that the double 2DEG channels are spatially separated and to 
locate their spatial arrangement, Hall effect measurement was carried out by applying back 















































































































































gating (see Figure 4.7). We deposited around 5 nm Cr film followed by 50 nm Au film on the 
bottom of the STO substrate as a back electrode. The top 2DEGs were grounded and the back 
gate voltage was applied from the back electrode. This technique has been demonstrated to be 
an effective way to tune the 2DEG system in LAO/STO [76]. As we can see in Figure 4.7(b), 
the nonlinearity of the Hall effect decreases by increasing the negative back gate voltage, and 
vanishes when the gate voltage is -151 V. In our experiment, the top surface of the sample 
was grounded and thus the bottom conducting layer was depleted when negative back gate 
voltage was applied. By the back gate modulation of Hall effect, we were able to clarify that 
the bottom layer has a lower carrier density and correspondingly higher mobility. The top 




 and the bottom 




 which shows that this bilayer 2DEG system is 
asymmetric. This high asymmetry of the bilayer 2DEG may be due to different strain 
environment and asymmetry of the interface of two 2DEGs. Further analysis of the Hall 
measurement shows that the total carrier density of the sample under a back gate voltage of -




 which is almost the same as the top 2DEG layer of the bilayer 2DEG 




 (Details are shown in  
 
Table 4.5). This gating modulation shows that it’s possible to tune the electronic properties of 
the bilayer-2DEGs and therefore it would be plausible to tune the top or bottom 2DEG 
correspondingly if one applies top or back gate. 
Based on the design of the heterostructures, the distance between the two 2DEGs is expected 
to be the thickness of the insulating LAO between two conducting STO layers assuming all 
top STO layer becomes conducting. This gives a distance of around 2.7 nm, 5.8 nm and 7.8 
nm for S1, S2 and S3, respectively. In the case of 2DEG, band bending and Fermi energy 
alignment occurs at the interfaces between STO and LAO, so the barrier potential could be 





to the low carrier density of the bottom 2DEG, the two conducting 2DEG channels could be 
mixed at high temperatures and thus the nonlinear Hall effect is not observable. This might be 
able to explain the linear Hall effect when the temperature is above 80 K.  
Table 4.1 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample S1 from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the carrier density is m
-2








Sample S1 Nonliner Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility density Mobility 
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
2 K 7.20E+16 3.46E+17 0.2097 0.0292 2.22E+17 0.1128
20 K 4.10E+16 2.00E+17 0.1368 0.0598 2.63E+17 0.0666
50 K 5.14E+15 4.79E+17 0.1005 0.01896 4.42E+17 0.0216
80 K ** 5.95E+17 ** 0.0102 6.01E+17 0.0101
100 K ** 6.46E+17 ** 0.01885 6.50E+17 0.007
200 K ** 6.87E+17 ** 0.0016 6.95E+17 0.0016
300 K ** 6.96E+17 ** 6.03E-04 7.00E+17 5.99E-04  
 
Table 4.2 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample S2 from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the carrier density is m
-2








Sample S2 Nonlinear Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility Carrier density Mobility
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
2 K 7.36E+16 3.74E+17 0.1404 0.02785 2.76E+17 0.0842
20 K 3.00E+16 3.74E+17 0.1903 0.03955 3.06E+17 0.0665
50 K 1.06E+16 5.84E+17 0.1141 0.02003 4.85E+17 0.0265
80 K 8.91E+14 6.93E+17 0.107 0.01215 6.57E+17 0.0129
100 K 3.64E+13 7.35E+17 0.2522 0.00877 7.23E+17 0.0089
200 K ** 1.34E+18 ** 0.00125 8.91E+17 0.0021
300 K ** 1.06E+18 ** 7.53E-04 1.03E+18 0.0008  
 
4.3.2.3 Comparison of single and bilayer 2DEGs 
In Figure 4.8, we show the sheet resistance versus temperature of sample S3 and S4 (Figure 
4.8(a)) and normalized Hall effect at 2 K for both samples (Figure 4.8(b)). For comparison, 





that sample S4 has a linear Hall until 5 K. The result shows that the bilayer 2DEG has a 
different behavior from that of single 2DEG which is due to two types of carriers from two 
spatially separated 2DEGs. At 2 K, there is weak nonlinear Hall resistance for single 2DEG 
sample; this is probably due to the multi bands of d electrons such as dxy and dyz/dxz which 
have different effective masses and thus different mobilities [10,36,38]. However, the 
nonlinear Hall effect in single 2DEG is much weaker compared to that in bilayer 2DEGs at 
the lowest measureable temperatures and it disappears above 5 K. We fit the Hall resistance 
to both nonlinear Hall effect and single carrier linear Hall effect. The fitting results are shown 
in Table 4.4 in detail. 
Table 4.3 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample S3 from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the carrier density is m
-2








Sample S3 Nonlinear Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility Carrier density Mobility
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
2 K 8.80E+15 1.19E+18 0.1167 0.00656 5.69E+17 0.0154
30 K 2.10E+15 1.13E+18 0.122 0.00633 8.28E+17 0.0089
60 K 5.71E+14 1.53E+18 0.07632 0.0032 1.32E+18 0.0037
80 K 5.73E+14 1.77E+18 0.04871 0.00213 1.55E+18 0.0024
100 K 1.04E+14 2.22E+18 0.1477 0.0017 1.66E+18 0.0017
200 K ** 1.81E+18 ** 4.20E-04 1.85E+18 0.0004
300 K ** 1.84E+18 ** 1.68E-04 1.88E+18 0.0002  
 
Table 4.4 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample S4 from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the carrier density is m
-2








Sample S4 Nonlinear Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility Carrier density Mobility
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
2 K ** 1.66E+17 ** 0.0524 1.66E+17 0.0524
30 K ** 2.15E+17 ** 0.0183 2.15E+17 0.0183
60 K ** 2.51E+17 ** 0.0061 2.51E+17 0.0061
80 K ** 2.66E+17 ** 0.0034 2.66E+17 0.0034
100 K ** 2.71E+17 ** 0.0022 2.71E+17 0.0022
200 K ** 2.64E+17 ** 3.74E-04 2.64E+17 0.0004







Table 4.5 Extracted carrier density of sample S2 with back gating at 2 K. The unit of the 
carrier density is m
-2








Sample S2 Nonlinear Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility Carrier density Mobility
Gate voltage n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
150 1.40E+17 1.90E+17 0.4741 0.08806 2.60E+17 0.3182
100 7.49E+16 2.36E+17 0.3719 0.08858 2.54E+17 0.1911
60 6.41E+16 2.72E+17 0.2616 0.05925 2.53E+17 0.0465
40 5.35E+16 2.85E+17 0.2287 0.05371 2.56E+17 0.107
20 4.73E+16 2.97E+17 0.1855 0.04707 2.64E+17 0.0857
0 1.49E+16 3.09E+17 0.182 0.0523 2.96E+17 0.0634
-21 6.02E+15 3.51E+17 0.1796 0.04361 3.33E+17 0.0489
-51 4.03E+15 3.79E+17 0.1564 0.03391 3.58E+17 0.0375
-101 3.83E+14 3.83E+17 0.2991 2.92E-02 3.74E+17 0.03
-151 1.58E+14 3.89E+17 0.4708 0.02646 3.82E+17 0.027  
 
Figure 4.8 Comparison of resistance and Hall effect between bilayer 2DEG sample S3 and 
2DEG sample S4. (a) Temperature dependent resistance behavior of sample S3 and S4. (b) 
Normalized Hall effect of sample S3 and S4 at 2 K. (c) and (d) are Hall effect of sample S3 






























































































4.4 Spin-orbital coupling in bilayer 2DEGs 
Spin–orbit coupling is an interaction of an electron's spin with its orbital moment. A simple 
picture is that spin–orbit interaction causes shifts in an electron's atomic energy levels due to 
electromagnetic interaction between the electron's spin and the magnetic field generated by 
the electron's orbit around the nucleus. In the field of spintronics, spin–orbit effects for 
electrons in semiconductors and other materials are explored for technological applications. 
We fit the MR data with different models to extract spin-orbital coupling in this system.   
 
Figure 4.9 Modulation of In-plane and Out of plane magnetoresistance by applying gate 
voltage at 2 K for sample S2. (a) Relative In-plane magnetoresistance MR = (R(B)/R(0)-
1)*100% measured at various back gate voltages. (b) Relative Out of plane magnetoresistance 
MR = (R(B)/R(0)-1)*100% measured at various back gate voltages. 
 
4.4.1 Weak-antilocalization and HLN fitting 
Weak localization occurs in disordered electronic systems at low temperatures showing a 
positive correction to the resistivity with magnetic field. In a system with spin-orbit coupling 
the spin of a carrier is coupled to its momentum. The spin of the carrier rotates as it goes 
(a) (b)
















































around a self-intersecting path, and the direction of this rotation is opposite for the two 
directions about the loop. Thus the two paths along any loop interfere destructively leading to 
weak antilocalization. 
 In a two dimensional system, the change of the conductivity by applying a magnetic field, 
due to either weak localization or weak anti-localization can be described by the Hikami-
Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) equation: 
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)]                Equation 4.2 
ᴪ is the digamma function.    is the phase coherence characteristic field, which is roughly 
the magnetic field required to destroy phase coherence. BSO is the spin-orbit characteristic 
field which can be considered a measure of the strength of the spin-orbit interaction and Be is 
the elastic characteristic field. In the limit of strong spin-orbit coupling BSO >>   ,  the HLN 
equation could be simplified to: 
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)]                Equation 4.3 
in which α equals -1 for weak localization and +1/2 for weak antilocalization. 
We fit out of plane magnetoresistance data shown in Figure 4.9 to Equation 4.3. Fitting 
results show that α is close to 0.5 for V = -150 V indicating one coherence channel. When the 
back gate voltage goes to -100 V and even lower, α increases to 1 indicating the coexistence 
of two coherence channels in the bilayer 2DEGs which is reasonable. In fact there are always 





negative gate voltage, one partially depletes the bottom layer 2DEG. The bottom 2DEG can 
be fully depleted if the gate voltage is large enough like around -150 V. When the gate 
voltage becomes 0 or even negative, the magnetotransport data is no longer fitted by the HLN 
model indicating other terms such as Zeeman splitting, orbital effects and electron-electron 
interaction start to play a role. Magnetoconductance and their fitting results to simplified 
HLN model are shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11. 
4.4.2 Tunable Rashba spin-orbital coupling and HLN fitting 
In semiconductor heterostructures, the Rashba type spin-orbital coupling, which is tunable by 
applying electric field, arising from the breaking of structural inversion symmetry, can be 
substantial and play a critical role in controlling interfacial electronic states which are absent 
in the constituent materials. 
In Ref. [16], authors showed that a strong Rashba spin-orbit interaction is present in 
LAO/STO heterointerface and that its magnitude can be tuned with an external electric field. 
Remarkably, a large increase of the Rashba coupling occurs across the quantum critical point 
separating the insulating and superconducting ground states of the system. Both the carrier 
density and spin-orbital interaction are tunable and even metal-insulator transition occurs by 
applying large gate voltage as shown in Figure 4.9. When one applies very large negative gate 
voltage such as -300 V, the sample could be made insulating. The spin-orbital coupling 
showed up in magnetotransport properties such as magnetoresistance. The electric field 
pushes the 2DEG further into/away from the LAO/STO atomic interface. The interface has a 
structural inversion symmetry breaking and large intrinsic electric field, leading to Rashba 
spin-orbital coupling. Magnetoresistance is an interference phenomenon and sensitive to spin-
degeneracy. Since Rashba breaks spin-degeneracy a crossover from weak to anti-weak 
localization occurs with external B-field depending on the relative strength of inelastic and 
spin-orbit scattering. It was found that the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetoresistance could 





[16] as shown in Figure 4.9 by varying the back gate voltages. In-plane and out-of-plane 
magnetoresistance measurement by applying back gate confirms the tunability of spin-orbital 
interaction in our bilayer 2DEGs. The out of plane MR is positive for electric field is 0 V to 
150 V, and it becomes negative when we applied large negative gate voltage up to -150 V. At 
small magnetic field, it is positive MR, and it becomes negative MR when the magnetic field 
increases to large value. The crossover from positive to negative MR is due to crossover from 
weak localization to weak antilocalization. We found that by applying back gating and top 
gating, it’s possible to tune the spin-orbital interaction and Fermi level of the system precisely. 
This tunability is an advantage in both electronic and spintronics application and low 
dimensional system study as Ref. [77] if we apply back and top gate separately. 
Detailed analysis of the out of plane MR data by fitting to Equation 4.2 are shown in Figure 
4.12 and Figure 4.13. We found that the MR data could be fitted well (e.g. for 50 V in Figure 
4.12) in the whole applied magnetic field range by using the original HLN model when the 
applied gate voltage is between -50 V to 50 V. From the fit, we could extract the 
corresponding phase coherence field, elastic field and spin-orbital field as shown in Figure 
4.13. However, for larger gate voltages (> +/- 50 V), the HLN model does not fit the MR data 
which might be due to strong electron-electron interaction or tunnelling between bilayer 
2DEGs, which requires further detailed analysis. For magnetic field parallel to the 2DEG 
plane, the Zeeman effect is not suppressed anymore as the perpendicular field case. 
Furthermore, the effect of an in plane magnetic field on the orbital motions can be ignored. 







Figure 4.10 Out of plane MR measured at 2 K with different back gate voltages and their 
fitting to simplified HLN model. Dots are experimental data, solid lines are fitting results. 
 
Figure 4.11 Fitting parameters of out of plane MR to simplified HLN model. (a) α is the 
interaction coefficient and the B is the phase coherence field. (b) Phase coherence length.  
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Figure 4.12 Out of plane MR measured at 2 K with 50 V back gate and its fitting to HLN 
model. Dots are experimental data, solid line is fitting result. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Fitting parameters of out of plane MR to HLN model. 























Figure 4.14 (a) PL spectra of 2DEG sample in 19 uc LAO on STO measured at various 
temperatures. Inset: structure of LAO/STO(001). (b) PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs in 
(12,15,12) uc LAO/STO/LAO on ST0(001) measured at various temperatures. Inset: structure 
of LAO/STO/LAO/STO(001). 
 
4.5 Temperature dependent evolution of photoluminescence of bilayer 2DEGs 
4.5.1 Photoluminescence spectra in nondoped and doped STO 
Coupled two-dimensional electronic systems have enabled the study of many-body effects. 
Many interesting phenomena have been observed in these systems such as Bose–Einstein 
condensation of excitons in bilayer electron systems. Bilayer two-dimensional electron gases 
(2DEGs) were successfully achieved in LAO/STO superlattices in section 4.3. In such 
LAO/STO based heterostructures exhibit large tunable spin-orbit interaction and relatively 
high carrier density compared to conventional semiconductors and ferromagnetism. 
PL spectroscopy is a very powerful method for studying carrier dynamics of semiconductors. 
































































dynamics in STO bulk crystals and heterostructures at low temperatures. It was reported that a 
broad green PL band appears around 2.5 eV and defects and impurities affect the green PL 
spectra and dynamics of STO crystals [86]. Under intense photoexcitation, however, defect 
and impurity PL usually saturate, and a blue PL band appears in nondoped STO at room 
temperature [87]. The intrinsic carrier recombination processes determine the room-
temperature blue PL band. Yamada et al. described the PL dynamics in both nondoped and 
electron-doped STO by a model involving single-carrier trapping, radiative bimolecular 
recombination, and nonradiative Auger recombination [88]. They claimed that the unusual 
temperature dependence of PL dynamics is caused by the crossover from Auger 
recombination at high temperatures to single-carrier trapping at low temperatures. An abrupt 
drop of PL intensity occurs at 150 K was also reported in both nondoped and electron-doped 
STO in Ref. [88]. It was reported that PL spectra observed in electron-doped STO [89] and 
LAO/STO heterointerfaces are similar [88,90]. This could be easily understood as the STO 
substrate dominating the PL spectra in LAO/STO system as the thickness of LAO and the 
conducting STO layer is only 10 nm while the laser beam goes deep inside STO to 20 nm to 
micron meters.  
 
4.5.2 Temperature dependent photoluminescence of bilayer 2DEGs 
It would be interesting to study the real PL spectra only contributed by the conducting 2DEG 
channel in LAO/STO. Since separating a LAO/STO from STO substrate is unachievable right 
now, an idea would be to study and compare PL spectra of both a single 2DEG and bilayer 
2DEGs together. By subtracting the LAO/STO from bilayer 2DEGs in LAO/STO 
superlattices, one could basically obtain the PL signal of a single conducting 2DEG channel.  
In this section, we study the temperature dependent PL of single and bilayer 2DEGs in 
LAO/STO superlattices over a wide range of temperature from 10 to 300 K and report the 





spectrum shows abrupt change in 2DEG while it doesn’t show up in bilayer 2DEGs. The PL 
dynamics at all temperatures measured in both 2DEG and bilayer 2DEGs is explained by 
considering single-carrier trapping and Auger recombination. We clarify that the crossover 
from Auger recombination at high temperatures to single carrier trapping at low temperatures 
plays a crucial role in temperature-dependent PL dynamics in SrTiO3 substrate while they 
coexist in bilayer 2DEGs.  
The 2DEG and bilayer 2DEG samples were prepared by growing LAO on STO substrates. 
The sample preparation processes and success of achievement of bilayer 2DEGs were 
demonstrated in section 4.3. The 2DEG sample is 19 uc LAO and bilayer-2DEGs sample is 
15ucLAO/12ucSTO/15ucLAO on TiO2-terminated STO(001) substrate. PL spectra were 
measured by using a 325 nm laser. Measurements were performed over a wide range of 
temperature from 10 to 300 K. 
Figure 4.14 shows PL spectra of single and bilayer 2DEGs samples in LAO/STO 
heterostructures at different temperatures. Figure 4.14(a) shows PL spectra of 2DEG sample 
in 19 uc LAO on STO at a serials of temperatures from 300 K to 10 K. Figure 4.15(b) shows 
PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs in 12ucLAO/15ucSTO/12ucLAO on ST0 at different 
temperatures. In 2DEG sample, there are two peaks at 378 nm (~3.28 eV) and 409 nm (~3.03 
eV). The PL spectrum of bilayer 2DEGs shown in Figure 4.14(b) is very different from that 
of 2DEG. Though there is an unremarkable peak near 400 nm, the main broad peak is at 






Figure 4.15 (a) PL spectra of 2DEG at 10, 50, 100, 170, and 300 K. (b) Relative PL spectra of 
2DEG at 10, 30, 50, 100, 170, 200, 230, and 260 K compared to 300 K. 
 
Detailed PL spectra of 2DEG from 375 to 420 nm where the peaks appear at temperatures of 
300 K, 170 K, 100 K, 50 K and 10 K are shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.15(a) shows PL 
spectra of the 2DEG sample in 19 uc LAO on STO. There are two peaks at 378 nm (~3.28 eV) 
and 409 nm (~3.03 eV). The peak at 409 nm is stronger than the sharp peak at 378 nm at high 
temperatures and it evolves to be weaker at low temperatures. The relative PL intensity at 
different temperatures is shown in Figure 4.15(b). With decreasing temperature from 300 K to 
200 K, the intensity of the two peaks increases slightly, and further decreasing temperature to 
170 K, an abrupt drop in the PL intensity of both peaks is observed at temperature range from 
170-200 K. The reason for this intensity drop  is yet to be understood and further investigation 
is needed [88]. The PL intensity drop at 170 to 200 K was also observed in Ref. [91] though 
our observed abrupt transition temperature of 170 K is higher than 150 K reported in Ref. [91], 
which might be due to their large temperature step measured between 200 K and 150 K as 
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they measured the PL intensity at every 50 K point. The PL dynamics in electron-doped STO 
at room temperature is dominated by the Auger recombination of doped carriers and photo 
carriers which corresponds to ~3 and 3.2 eV [88,89]. In doped STO, single electron trapping 
dominates the PL spectra at low temperatures. The PL spectrum in LAO/STO heterostructure 
is similar to that of nondoped STO due to the contribution of STO substrate. 
 
Figure 4.16 (a) PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs at 10, 50, 100, 170, 260 and 300 K. (b) Relative 
PL spectra of D2DEGs at 10, 30, 50, 100, 170, 200 and 230 compared to 260 K. 
 
 We show detailed PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs at temperatures of 300 K, 260 K, 170 K, 100 
K, 50 K and 10 K in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16(a) shows PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs. The 
main peak locates around 490 nm (~2.53 eV). This peak was suggested to be due to single 
electron trapping in doped STO [91]. Same as doped STO, there are also free electrons in 
bilayer 2DEGs and they dominantly contribute to the PL spectra. A weak peak appears near 
400 nm which is comparable to the peak observed in nondoped STO and 2DEG in LAO/STO. 
The peak at 400 nm is due to Auger electron recombination which is mainly coming from 
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STO substrate. In single 2DEG at LAO/STO interface, the PL spectra are mainly dominated 
by nondoped STO bulk. However, in bilayer 2DEGs, we have two conducting channels 
spatially spaced by 12 uc insulating LAO layer, thus the PL spectra is dominated by signal 
from conducting channels. Figure 4.16(b) shows relative PL intensity at several temperatures 
of bilayer 2DEGs and there is no sharp drop of PL signal which shows up in 2DEG and STO. 
This confirms that we are mainly measuring signal from conducting 2DEGs and we do have 
bilayer 2DEGs in our system. The relative PL intensity is defined to be PL at low temperature 
minus PL at 260 K. 
 
Figure 4.17 (a) PL spectra of single and bilayer 2DEGs and their difference at 10 K. DPL 
represent the PL intensity after subtracting the 2DEG component from bilayer-2DEGs.  (b) 
Differential PL spectra at 10, 50, 80, 100, 170, 230 and 300 K. 
 
Data analyses and plot of PL spectra of 2DEG and bilayer-2DEGs are shown in Figure 4.17. 
Due to the PL peak of LAO being far away from peak of STO, we omit the influence of LAO. 
So the PL spectrum of bilayer-2DEGs are linear combination of the first 2DEG and the 
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second 2DEG layers as well as the STO substrate. As mentioned above, the PL of 2DEG in 
LAO/STO is dominated by STO substrate. Thus we could obtain the PL spectra of only 
2DEG by subtracting the signal of single 2DEG in LAO/STO heterostructure. Figure 4.17(a) 
shows PL of both single and bilayer 2DEGs at 10 K. We could subtract the PL of single 
2DEG from bilayer 2DEGs and we obtain the differential PL of only single 2DEG channel in 
conducting STO. The differential PL is defined as the PL of bilayer-2DEGs minus PL of 
single 2DEG. In Figure 4.17(b), we show differential PL at different temperatures. We could 
find there are mainly two peaks near 380 nm and 490 nm.  
In order to further analyse the differential PL in bilayer 2DEG, detailed differential PL 
intensity is shown in Figure 4.18. We could find that the peak at 380 nm is nearly temperature 
independent in Figure 4.18(a). The peak at 490 nm is temperature dependent and increases 
when temperature increases. Thus we could conclude that the almost temperature independent 
Auger electron recombination and the temperature dependent single electron trapping coexist 
in 2DEG. When temperature decreases, the single electron trapping, namely localization 
increases, which is consistent with the temperature dependent carrier density behavior as 
mobile electrons localized at low temperatures. There are two further peaks indicated by red 
arrow in Figure 4.18(a) and (b). Interestingly, these two tiny peaks appear only at low 
temperatures around below 80 K. According to section 4.3.1, nonlinear Hall effect shows up 
in bilayer 2DEGs at 80 K and the two conducting 2DEG channels are measurable. Thus we 
associate these two tiny peaks to the bilayer 2DEGs which are strongly confined along z 
direction. At low temperatures below 80 K, the two layer 2DEGs form bonding and 
antibonding states as thermal energy is not high enough to mix these states. These bonding 
and antibonding states affect the PL peaks which were reported as symmetric and 





4.6 Summary and Discussion 
Bilayer-2DEGs in LAO/STO system were fabricated and achieved. A strong nonlinear Hall 
effect was observed below 80 K. The electric field gating experiment confirms that there are 
two conducting channels which are tunable by gating. Tunable Rashba type spin-orbital 
interaction is observed in bilayer 2DEGs system from magnetoresistance measurement which 
makes it possible to vary the electronic properties of the system by gating. Temperature 
dependent evolution of PL was observed in both single- and bilayer- 2DEG systems. Unusual 
PL behaviors in bilayer-2DEGs in LAO/STO superlattices were observed. The coexistence of 
nearly temperature independent Auger recombination and temperature dependent free 
electron trapping in bilayer-2DEGs contributing to the PL spectra contrasts to the crossover 
from Auger recombination to single electron trapping when temperature decreases in 2DEG 
at LAO/STO interface or STO. The unique PL behavior of bilayer 2DEGs further confirms 
the existence of bilayer-2DEGs in LAO/STO/LAO/STO(001) systems. Our work shows one 
way to achieve bilayer coupled Rashba 2DEG system in STO based oxides heterostructures. 
The coupling between the two 2DEGs and the Coulomb interaction from different layer 
2DEGs would be interesting for further study. The possible tunable excitons state in this kind 






Figure 4.18 (a) Differential PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs at low temperatures around 390 nm. 
The arrow indicates the peak showing up below 80 K. An additional peak at 402 nm (3.08 eV) 
is indicated by an arrow. (b) Differential PL spectra of bilayer-2DEGs at low temperatures 
around 490 nm. An additional peak at 540 nm (2.30 eV) is indicated by an arrow. The 





























































Chapter 5 Tuning the conductivity threshold and carrier density of two-
dimensional electron gas through interfacial engineering 
In this chapter, we perform transport measurement to tune the conductivity threshold, phase 
diagram and carrier density of two-dimensional electron gas at the 
LaAlO3/La0.5Sr0.5TiO3/SrTiO3(001) (LAO/LSTO/STO) heterostructures. The x and y axis of 
the phase diagram are the thickness of LAO and LSTO. The metallic and insulating phase 
boundary is found to be x + ½ y = 3.5. The carrier density of the 2DEG at the 
LAO/LSTO/STO heterostructures reaches a value of about five times higher than that 
observed at the LAO/STO interface. The LSTO polar layer is introduced to preserve the 
degeneracy of the Ti t2g orbitals and minimize the disorder at the LSTO/STO interface. 
Various thickness combinations of LSTO and LAO layers are used for tuning the total 
internal potential of the polar layer responsible for the charge transfer. Experimental data 
show that the carrier density increases by raising the total internal potential, and this is in a 
good agreement with a simple electrostatic model. A complete metal-insulator phase diagram 
is obtained, which shows that at least 3.15 eV polar potential is needed to form the intrinsic 
metallic interface at STO-based heterostructures, providing an estimate for the critical 
thickness needed for the metallicity. Nonlinear Hall effect was observed below 60 K which 
can be understood by multiple filling of the degenerated orbitals responsible for multiple band 
electronic conductions. 
5.1 Introduction 
With much progresses in thin film growth, atomic-level control of interfaces between 
different complex oxide materials has reached an unprecedented level [6,92]. Coupled with 
the sensitivity of charge, spin, and orbital degrees of freedom on the atomic structure of the 
interface, this technical control has made oxide interfaces a playground for exploring 





electron gas/liquid [8], superconductivity [11], magnetism [10,72,93-95] or electronic phase 
separation [10] at the interface between two insulating and non-magnetic oxide materials 
LAO and STO has in particular attracted much attention. Although relative contributions of 
oxygen vacancies, polarization catastrophe, and strain effect to these properties are still under 
debate [14,36,37,39], an intriguing aspect of the polar catastrophe model [96] is the 
possibility of modulation doping in the STO, leading to conducting interface and relatively 
high mobility due to the absence of scattering from ionized dopants. 
In the content of polarization catastrophe theory, the conductivity observed at the LAO/STO 
interface is explained due to the polar discontinuity induced electronic reconstruction. This 
polar catastrophe scenario emerges from simple valence counting consideration which forms 
electric field perpendicular to the interface. This picture captures main features of the electron 
gas at the LAO/STO interface, especially, the existence of a critical thickness for the 
insulator-metal transition. The recent experimental observation of the response of internal 
electric field by using surface X-ray diffraction [97] and charge transfer in LAO film on STO 
by high energy optics [98] strongly supports the polar catastrophe model. However, there are 
still some unresolved differences between theory and experiments. The predicted LAO 
thickness dependent sheet carrier density has not been observed [99]. In contrast, nearly 
thickness-independent values of an order of magnitude lower than the predicted 0.5e
-
 per uc 
have been observed in experiments [6,10,100]. In order to explain this discrepancy, different 
mechanisms such as multiband filling and oxygen vacancies were proposed [14,36,37,39]. 
Attempts on tuning the carrier density at the LAO/STO interface by STO [81], YBa2Cu3O7 
[101], La1-xSrxMnO3 [102], SrCuO2 [103] gave a lower carrier density than its original value. 
Nevertheless, the decrease in the carrier density might be explained due to the induced 
internal electric field in LAO by the capping layers, leading to the change in carrier density 
and critical thickness. It was reported the possibility of tuning the polar potential in polar 
oxide layers by mixing a nonpolar with polar oxide [104]. However, a report of tuning both 





chapter we show the possibility of tuning both the critical thickness and carrier density in 
LAO/STO system by inserting a LSTO layer. 
We construct multilayers of LAO and LSTO on STO substrates to investigate the evolution of 
electronic properties of the oxide interface with polar discontinuity. Thickness dependent 
metal-insulator phase diagram is obtained which supports the polar catastrophe model. A five 
times higher carrier density is obtained in LAO/LSTO/STO (001) system than LAO/STO 
(001) at low temperature. The results suggest that electronic reconstruction dominates the 
charge transfer in LAO/STO and many bonded dxy electrons are localized at the top STO 
layers near the interface.  
5.2 Experimental  
Multilayers of LAO and LSTO on STO substrates were grown to investigate the evolution of 
electronic properties of the oxide interface with polar discontinuity (Figure 5.1(a)). Epitaxial 
LSTO and LAO films were grown on (001) STO single-crystal substrate using pulsed laser 
deposition (PLD) system. A polycrystalline LSTO target and a single crystal LAO target were 
used for the deposition. The STO substrates were TiO2-terminated as described in section 
3.1.1. Various thicknesses of LSTO and LAO films were grown layer-by-layer with in-situ 
monitoring using RHEED (Figure 5.1(b)). During deposition, the temperature of substrates 
was fixed at 750 
o
C and the oxygen partial pressure at 2×10-4 Torr. The samples were cooled 
to room temperature in a ramping rate of 15 
o
C per minute under the same pressure after 
growth. The surface of the substrates and thin films were analysed by atomic force 
microscopy showing atomically sharp terraces (Figure 5.1(c) and (d)). Notation (m, n) is used 
to represent the number of m uc LSTO and n uc LAO in the LAO/LSTO/STO (001) 






Figure 5.1 (a) Schematic show of the LAO/LSTO/STO (001) systems. m and n represent 
thickness of LSTO and LAO. The system can be represented by (m,n). (b) RHEED data of 
sample (4,11). (c) Atomic Force Microscopy image of sample (6,1). (d) Profile of the (6,1) 
sample. The step clearly shows film height around 4 Å. 
 
 




































































Figure 5.5 Diffraction data from selected area of the substrate. 
 
The quality of the films and the interfaces is very important to multi-interface systems in 
LAO/LSTO/STO. We show TEM images of 4ucLAO/4ucLSTO/STO, to demonstrate film 
epitaxiality and interfacial coherence in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, and diffraction data from 
selected area in both the film and the substrate in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. We could see that 
the film is epitaxial deposited and the quality of the interface is good. Due to the close 
structure and lattice constant between LSTO and STO, the interface between LSTO and STO 
is not very remarkable.  
5.3 La0.5Sr0.5TiO3/SrTiO3(001) 
LSTO is a conductor with a lattice constant of 3.910 Å for thin film on STO substrate [105], 
slightly larger than that of STO (3.905 Å). The ionic states of the ABO3 perovskite structure 




, whereas for the 




, which leads to a polarization 









 assuming an average valance 
of +3.5 for Ti. This is supported by the fact that LSTO thin film on STO substrate shows a 
thickness dependent metal to insulator transition with a critical thickness of around 6 uc [105], 
which is nearly twice of that in LAO/STO case shown in Figure 5.6. The close lattice 
constants between LSTO and STO and the presence of TiO2 layers in both LSTO and STO 




Figure 5.6 Thickness dependent metal insulator transition of LSTO on STO(001). We can 
find that 7 uc LSTO is metallic while it is insulating for 5 uc LSTO on STO. The 6 uc LSTO 
sample is either insulating or conducting. The sheet conductivity of LSTO is of the magnitude 
of 10
-3
 Ω-1 at 2 K for metallic phase; it is below the measurement limit at the order of 10-9 Ω-1 
at 2 K for insulating phase. (From Ref. [105]) 
 
  
Figure 5.7 shows the thickness dependent carrier density and mobility of LSTO on STO(001). 
The carrier density is extracted from nonlinear Hall effect, which is proposed to be due to 
multi-type of carriers in LSTO and STO with 3D carriers coexisting with 2D carriers. The 3D 




 and they scale with 









. It was inferred that 2D carriers are from LSTO/STO interface and 3D carriers are from 









 at 2 K. The mobility of the 3D carriers 
















 for 2D carriers. 
 
Figure 5.7 Carrier Density and mobility of different thickness LSTO film on STO at 2 K. As 
we observe nonlinear Hall effect at low temperature, we fit the nonlinear Hall effect to two 




In this section, we show our work on the phase diagram and thickness dependent carrier 
density in LAO/LSTO/STO(001) heterostructures. Figure 5.8 shows typical transport 
properties for the conducting LAO/LSTO/STO interfaces of different thickness combinations. 
In Figure 5.8(a), the sheet resistances of the samples are 2-6 kΩ/□ at 300 K and ~100 Ω/□ 
at 10 K, and the metallic behavior can be observed in all temperature range, and the 


















 at 10 K (c).  
 
Figure 5.8 Transport of the samples. (a) Sheet Resistance of samples versus Temperature 
with increasing of parameter x=0.5m+n. (b) Carrier densities at different temperatures. (c) 
Mobilities of samples at different temperatures. The total mobile carrier density is extracted 
from low field Hall resistance which only shows linear Hall effect. 
 
5.4.2 Phase diagram 
Figure 5.9 shows the metallic-insulating phase diagram for different LAO and LSTO 
thickness combinations. A polar parameter x is defined to be n + 0.5m, which could be 
understood as an effective thickness. Considering the electrostatic polar charge in LAO and 
STO, the effective polar potential before electronic reconstruction in LAO/LSTO/STO 
heterostructures is estimated to be 0.9 × x. Assuming that the dielectric constant of ultrathin 
LAO and LSTO film is almost same to each other which is reasonable according to Ref. [81], 
the critical thickness for conducting interface for LAO/STO and LSTO/STO could be 
calculated to be 3.5 uc and 7 uc. For LSTO/LAO/STO multilayers, the metal insulator 
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Figure 5.9 Condition of conducting 2DEG of LAO/LSTO/STO systems and Metal-Insulator 
Phase diagram of LAO/LSTO as function of thickness.  
 
Taking these critical thicknesses for the conductivity, the polar potential in LSTO can be 
estimated to be around 0.9×3.5 eV/7 uc = 0.45 eV per uc. An alternative way to estimate this 
polar potential in LSTO is to grow 1 uc LSTO on 3 uc LAO, which turns out to make the 
sample from insulating to conducting, corresponding to an additional polar potential of 
around 0.45 eV supplied by 1 uc LSTO. The critical condition of conducting 2DEG is x ≥ 
3.5, correspondingly, 0.9×x ≥  3.15 eV. This phase diagram is consistent to the polar 
catastrophe model in STO based polar/non-polar systems. However, this phase diagram is 
different from that of in Ref. [106] where the LTO insertion is studied in LAO/STO system. 










































 electron that can migrate into the empty 3d
0
 orbitals in the STO. For thicker 
LTO, Mott character remains in the layer which might be the reason of the phase diagram of 
LAO/LTO/STO disagreeing with the simple polar stack model. 
 
Figure 5.10 (a) Carrier density versus Calculated Polar Potential of LAO/LSTO/STO samples 
at 300 K. (b) Carrier density versus Calculated Polar Potential of LAO/LSTO/STO samples at 
10 K. The fit to Equation 5.1 is plotted with green curve. For comparison, the purple 
hexagons are the carrier density of LAO/STO at 10 K with different thickness of LAO. (m, n) 
indicates the sample composition of m uc LSTO and n uc LAO. 
 
5.4.3 Thickness dependent carrier density 
Figure 5.10(a) shows carrier density as a function of x at 300 K and 10 K. Generally, the 
carrier density increases as x increases. In Figure 5.10(b), samples (4,16) and (1,18) show 




 at 10 K. The transferred charges q for d uc 
polar layers can be calculated by simple electrostatic calculation, confirmed by DFT 
calculation [99], and can be expressed as:  

















































































Calculated polar potential 0.9n+0.45m (eV)






                                               q(d)=q0 (1-dc/d)                                      Equation 5.1  
 
 
Figure 5.11 Polar catastrophe model of LSTO/LAO/STO (001). The thickness of LSTO is 
assumed to be infinity. 
 
 
where q0 is the transferred charge (which is 0.5e
-




 for an infinitely 
thick LAO case), and  dc is the critical thickness for conducting interface which is 3.5 uc for 
LAO and 7 uc for LSTO. Namely, thicker polar layers we have, more charge we need to 
compensate the increasing polar potential. We fit our data to this model by replacing 





, corresponding to ~0.1e
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predicted value, the d dependence of carrier density is of particularly important for the polar 
catastrophe model. For comparison, three LAO/STO samples (blue diamonds in Figure 
5.10(b)) show nearly thickness independent carrier density and relatively lower value [98]. 
 
Figure 5.12 Polar catastrophe model of LAO/LSTO/STO (001). The thickness of LAO is 
assumed to be infinity. 
 
5.4.4 Polar catastrophe model 
Electronic reconstruction models are shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 to explain the 
charge transfer in the LSTO/LAO/STO and LAO/LSTO/STO systems. In Figure 5.11, we 
need to transfer half electrons and one quarter holes to the two interfaces at LAO/LAO and 
LSTO/LAO respectively. In experiments, due to the nature of n type electronic systems in 
STO based heterostructures, holes are difficult to observe. In Figure 5.12, charge is 
transferred from the O 2p state of top LAO to the 3d Ti
3+
 near the interface and both of two 



















































































the effective charge in LAO/LSTO. In Ref. [99], Son et al. reported their DFT calculation, 
and their result showed that the total carrier density should increase with LAO thickness in 
LAO/STO system in which the loosely bound states have a nearly thickness independent 
behavior and the interface-bound states have a much faster increase of occupation numbers 
with LAO thickness. However, the experimental observed carrier density doesn’t increase 
with the LAO thickness, and in some cases the LAO/STO interface even shows Kondo-like 
transport behavior with a reduced carrier density [72]. This contradiction can be well 
explained by the non-degenerated Ti 3d orbitals at the LAO/STO interface. It is well known 
that due to the symmetry the 3dxy has the lowest energy at the LAO/STO interface [107,108], 
and it should be firstly filled by 2DEG. When LAO layer thickness increases, more carriers 
are required to transfer to STO to compensate the polarization in LAO [99]. However, after 
occupying all the available states in 3dxy orbitals with the lowest energy, these carriers need to 
fill the 3dyz/dzx with the higher energy but lower mobility [36,109], leading to carrier 
localization and undetectable in transport measurements. The structure reconstruction 
competes with electronic reconstruction at the LAO/STO interface, i.e., the conducting n-type 
interface and insulating p-type interface. The mismatch and strain at the LAO/STO interface 
is large, such that the interface is more likely to have a structure reconstruction instead of 
electronic reconstruction when LAO is thick. This competition between electronic and 
structure reconstruction leads to the nearly LAO thickness independent carrier density. For 
LAO/LSTO/STO interface, the interfacial mismatch on lattice is much less than LAO/STO. 
However, LSTO has a much closer lattice constant to STO and this reduced and small lattice 
mismatch could increase the stability of electronic reconstruction when polar layer is thick. 
Therefore, we can well observe the increase of the carrier density when we deposit more polar 
layers in LAO/LSTO/STO heterostructure. Though there are several newly proposed 
mechanisms to explain the emergence of 2DEG in LAO/STO such as polarity-induced defect 
model like oxygen vacancy in LAO surface by Bristowe et al. in Ref. [110] and Yu et al. in 





such as critical thickness, our observation of thickness dependent carrier density is not 
expected under these mechanisms. One might worry about the metallicity of LSTO layer and 
doping effect arising from Ti
3+
 in LSTO may complicate the system we studied here. In order 
to solve these concerns, we have shown the thickness-dependent transport property for 
LSTO/STO in Figure 5.8, showing the critical thickness for LSTO/STO of about 7 uc, below 
which the entire sample including LSTO film and interface are insulating. If the doping effect 
due to cation mixing is dominant in this system, the LSTO/STO interface should already be 
conducting when LSTO is 2-4 uc since the characterize length for atomic interfacial diffusion 
for STO-based oxides is around 2-4 uc. Therefore the doping effect from cation interfacial 
mixing is not dominant in our sample. In order to check the possible chemical doping due to 
Ti
3+
, we study the carrier density for given thickness of LSTO. If the chemical doping 
dominates, thicker LSTO should contribute more carriers. As shown in Figure 5.10(b), the 
carrier density of samples (1, 8) and (2, 8) is larger than that of (4, 6). The carrier density of 
sample (1, 18) is larger than that of (4, 16). Figure 5.10(b) clearly indicates that the thickness 
of LSTO is less relevant to the total carrier density than the total polar potential calculated 
from the thickness of LSTO and LAO.  That means at least the chemical doping due to Ti
3+
 in 
LSTO is not important. Thus the total mobile carrier density of the LAO/LSTO/STO(001) 
system is not linear with the thickness of LSTO and this is in contrast with the strongly 
thickness dependent 3D carrier density shown in Figure 5.7(a). Furthermore, as we mentioned 
in the context above, 3 uc LAO makes 1 uc LSTO/STO from insulating to conducting. This 
experiment convinces us that doping effect is at least not important in this system. 
 
5.4.5 Nonlinear Hall effect 
Figure 5.14 shows the nonlinear Hall effect that was observed in both (2,8) and (4,2) sample 
for temperature below 60 K. No conducting interface between LAO and LSTO in (4,2) 





ascribed to the conducting LSTO/STO interface, where the Ti 3d orbitals are not degenerate 
due to multiband carriers in LSTO/STO interfaces. Surprisingly, the onset temperature for 
nonlinear Hall effect is around 60 K which is much higher than normal LAO/STO case in 
which nonlinear Hall effect could only be observed below 30 K [112]. Generally, this 
nonlinear Hall effect can be explained in terms of multiband structure of STO at the interface. 
When the carrier density is low, all the carriers are occupying the lowest 3dxy orbitals. By 
increasing the carrier density beyond a critical value, which is determined by the energy 
difference between 3dxy and 3dyz/dzx, carriers begin to occupy the 3dyz/dzx, resulting in the non-
linear Hall behavior due to the different carrier mobility in those orbitals [109,112]. As 
LAO/LSTO/STO has a carrier density that is 5 times larger than that of the LAO/STO case, 
we would expect that the LAO/LSTO/STO should have more electrons in 3dyz/zx orbitals. 
Hence the onset temperature of nonlinear Hall effect in LAO/LSTO/STO sample is higher 
than that of normal LAO/STO. This could be also understood from the interfacial mismatch, 
which is much less at the LSTO/STO interface. Thus the energy difference between different 
Ti 3d orbitals should be smaller than LAO/STO, making the observation of non-linear Hall 
effect much easier. Anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in gate-doped STO was observed by Lee et 





. Thus our nonlinear Hall effect indicates the multiple filling of different t2g 
orbitals instead of spontaneous magnetization in AHE. Kumah et al. reported that surface 
boundary conditions can induce structural changes in an oxide thin film that modify its 
electrical properties [114]. One straightforward question is whether the LAO capping changes 
the properties of LSTO or the other way around. It has been shown that 3 uc LAO also makes 
1 uc LSTO/STO conducting. In comparison, 10 uc LSTO on NdGaO3(110) keeps insulating 
even we grow LAO on top. This indicates that the LSTO/STO interface is important instead 
of boundary conditions. If one considers the surface charge depletion [115], we expect the 
depletion of LSTO is larger than the thickness of LSTO according to Ref. [34]. Thus the 





suggests the interfaces conduction dominates in our LAO/LSTO/STO system instead of bulk 
LSTO. Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 show nonlinear Hall effect for different temperatures and 
different samples. From Figure 5.15(a,b,c), we could see that larger x, stronger the nonlinear 
Hall effect. This observation is consistent to the multi-filling of d orbitals at the interface. 
Figure 5.16 provides data analysis on nonlinear Hall effect at low temperatures of sample (2, 
8). The carrier density and mobility is extracted from fitting Hall Resistance to two channel 
nonlinear Hall effect as discussed in section 4.3.2.1. One could see that the dominant carrier 
has a relative high carrier density and low mobility. The Hall resistance was analysed by 
fitting to both two-channel model as well as single carrier model as shown in Table 5.1 to 
Table 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.13 Nonlinear Hall Effect of LAO/LSTO samples at low temperatures. (a) sample 
(4,2). (b) sample (2,8). 
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In summary, high density 2DEG with less-lifted Ti t2g orbitals could be obtained by inserting 
several uc LSTO in LAO/STO systems and thickness dependent carrier density is observed. 
Thickness dependent metal-insulator phase diagram is obtained which supports the polar 
catastrophe model. A five times higher carrier density is obtained in LAO/LSTO/STO (001) 
system than LAO/STO (001) at low temperature. Nonlinear Hall effect below 60 K implies 
the coexistence of dxy and dyz/dzx orbital states. 
Table 5.1 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample (2,8) from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the density is m
-2








Sample S1 Nonliner Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility density Mobility 
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
5 K 2.05E+16 3.12E+17 0.1736 0.03483 2.51E+17 0.0572
10 K 1.95E+16 3.25E+17 0.1801 0.03397 2.57E+17 0.0562
30 K 1.44E+16 4.41E+17 0.1391 0.02247 3.31E+17 0.0358
60 K 5.43E+17 0.014 5.43E+17 0.014
80 K 6.71E+17 0.0089 6.71E+17 0.0089
100 K 7.52E+17 0.0062 7.52E+17 0.0062
200 K 9.59E+17 0.0014 9.59E+17 0.0014
300 K 1.07E+18 0.0005 1.07E+18 0.0005  
Table 5.2 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample (4,6) from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the density is m
-2








Sample S2 Nonliner Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility density Mobility 
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
5 K 0.00E+00 1.90E+17 0 0.0559 1.90E+17 0.0559
10 K 2.91E+16 1.93E+17 0.1114 0.03931 1.87E+17 0.0576
30 K 8.17E+15 2.37E+17 0.1337 0.03155 2.09E+17 0.0408
60 K 2.76E+17 0.017 2.76E+17 0.017
80 K 3.15E+17 0.0104 3.15E+17 0.0104
100 K 3.42E+17 0.0068 3.42E+17 0.0068
200 K 4.77E+17 0.0012 4.77E+17 0.0012






Table 5.3 Extracted carrier density and mobility of sample (1,8) from two channel model and 
single carrier model. The unit of the density is m
-2








Sample S3 Nonliner Hall effect fitting Single carrier fitting
Carrier density Mobility density Mobility 
Temperature n1 n2 u1 u2 n u
5 K 2.06E+16 3.25E+17 0.1543 0.02968 2.50E+17 0.0511
10 K 1.25E+16 3.14E+17 0.1901 0.03361 2.55E+17 0.0503
30 K 1.15E+16 4.35E+17 0.135 0.02084 3.28E+17 0.0322
60 K 5.06E+17 0.0131 5.06E+17 0.0131
80 K 5.92E+17 0.0083 5.92E+17 0.0083
100 K 6.33E+17 0.0057 6.33E+17 0.0057
200 K 6.89E+17 0.0012 6.89E+17 0.0012
300 K 6.96E+17 0.0005 6.96E+17 0.0005  
 
Figure 5.14 Nonlinear Hall Effect of LAO/LSTO samples at low temperatures. (a) sample 
(4,2). (b) sample (2,8). 
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Figure 5.15 Nonlinear Hall Effect of LAO/LSTO samples at low temperatures. (a) sample 




Figure 5.16 Nonlinear Hall Effect of LAO/LSTO sample (2,8) and extracted carrier density 
and mobility at low temperatures. 
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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Chapter 6 Observation of giant orbital magnetoresistance in perovskite oxide 
heterostructures quantum wells 
In this chapter, we present electrical transport measurement and density functional theory 
(DFT) calculation result on LAO/STO(110) systems. The electronic band structure and Fermi 
surface of the LAO/STO(110) system have been calculated by using DFT calculation. We 
pattern these LAO/STO(110) systems with UV photolithography and PLD growth processes 
and make Hall bar along different orientations. The patterning of LAO/STO Hall bar devices 
and the transport measurements of the patterned devices will be demonstrated. Angle 
dependent in plane magnetoresistance (ADMR) and planar Hall effect is measured at low 
temperatures. Very interesting ADMR behavior shows up in LAO/STO(110) samples, 
especially, in the microbridge along [  ̅ ] direction. One of the striking features is an 
anisotropy of the in plane ADMR with a ‘   ’-like symmetry upon rotating the magnetic field 
in plane at low temperatures below 30 K. Through DFT calculations, we find that there are 
partially flat bands appear in Ti-O-Ti zigzag chain along [  ̅ ] direction. The existence of 
partially heavy flat dyz/dxz band along [  ̅ ] zigzag chain makes it a very interesting and 
promising system similar as graphene zigzag nanoribbon. Combining theoretical and 
experimental results, we confirm that a partially flat dyz/dxz band formed along Ti-O-Ti zigzag 
chain direction [  ̅ ], and orbital polarization along [001] with orbital ordering emerging 
simultaneously. Such novel properties lead to giant orbital MR in LAO/STO(110) systems.. 
6.1 Introduction 
6.1.1 Magnetotransport measurement 
Magnetic field is an effective route to tune scattering rates, chemical potential and even Fermi 
energy of the electron systems. It has been shown the ability to tune the Fermi surface of a 





related transport measurement, ADMR measurement is a very effective method to determine 
the shape of the Fermi surface of metallic systems such as organic metals.  
ADMR could be measured by rotating a sample in a fixed magnetic field while monitoring 
the resistivity of the sample. ADMR oscillations can be observed at higher temperatures and 
lower applied fields than those required for the observation of Shubnikov–de Haas 
oscillations [117]. In fact, ADMR could be observed at temperature ~10 K and magnetic field 
~1 T. The condition to observe Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations is that the movement of well-
resolved Landau levels through the Fermi energy by changing field and therefore it requires 
that the temperature is low enough for the Fermi surface to be sharply defined. This 
restriction does not apply so stringently to ADMR oscillations since they do not originate 
from the motion of energy levels through the Fermi surface. In a number of ‘quasi-one-
dimensional’ conductors, the Fermi surface is dominated by quasi-1D sheets across in which 
electrons may also perform open orbits, and this could be confirmed by ADMR 
measurements. 
Electrical transport by applying a magnetic field in anisotropic 2DEG in LAO/STO(110) is 
thus very interesting to explore and it will be our main method to study the electronic 
structure of the quantum well in LAO/STO(110) in the coming chapter. 
6.1.2 Anisotropic 2DEG in LAO/STO(110) 
The interfacial 2DEG between LAO and STO has been found to possess multifunctional 
properties and emergent phenomena. Initially, the research on LAO/STO system was focused 
on (001)-oriented systems [8-10]. Further investigations have reported that interface 
conductivity also appears along (110) and (111) directions [44-46]. It has been found that 
2DEG in LAO/STO(110) is highly anisotropic. The selective confinement of electrons within 
planes of different crystal orientation enlarge the possibility of fine tuning the 2DEG sub-





sub-band is broken in opposite way depending on the crystal orientation: for (001)-oriented 
2DEG at LAO/STO interface the dxy orbital has the lowest energy, while (110)-oriented 
2DEG at LAO/STO interface has the lowest energy in dxz/dyz orbitals. The orbitals reconstruct 
and thus are even polarized in (110)-confined 2DEGs. This orbital reconfiguration provides 
an excellent platform to test the correlation between orbital symmetry and complex correlated 
states. 
 
Figure 6.1 Interface configurations between LAO and STO in the (110) orientation. (a) 
Layout of the polar catastrophe model for LAO/STO interface on (110)-oriented STO 
substrates, where planes are segmented as planar charge sheets. (b) Schematic view of the Ti 
chain arrangement along the [  ̅ ] and [001] directions. (c) Top view of orbital arrangement 
on the STO(110) plane. Yellow represents d orbital of Ti and red represents p orbital of O. (d) 
Side view of orbital arrangement along [  ̅ ] direction on the STO(110) plane. (e) Side view 
of orbital arrangement along [001] direction on the STO(110) plane. [118] 
 
Concerning the zigzag structure which might have flat bands, one interesting material with 
zigzag structure is (110)-oriented strontium titanate (SrTiO3, or STO). One crystal axis of 
STO (110) is along [001] which is same as that of in STO (001) bulk, namely, Ti-O-Ti linear 
chains (see Figure 6.1). However, another crystal axis structure along [  ̅ ] direction is 





2DEGs observed in STO(110) based system such as LAO/STO(110) [44,45] in contrast to 
simple 2DEG in LAO/STO(001) [8] provide us a very useful and good platform to study the 
transport properties of possible edge states, flat bands and new phases in the Ti-O-Ti zigzag 
chain along [  ̅ ] in STO(110). 
Interestingly, it has been reported that dxy orbital along the [001] direction and dyz/dxz orbitals 
along [  ̅ ] direction become weakly dispersive in anisotropic 2DEG in the irradiated 
STO(110) according to angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and tight banding 
calculation results [44]. The Fermi surface consists of two perpendicular ellipsoids and a 
small ellipsoid centred at the Γ-point which are derived from dyz/dxz and dxy-like band. For low 
carrier density case, one can have the Fermi level crossing the dyz/dxz-derived bands by tuning 
the chemical potential. This gives the possibility to engineer and probe orbital selective states 
in STO(110). These weakly dispersive states could be very interesting as their effective 
masses could be huge, even up to infinity as so called flat band. However, Wang et al. used 
Nb-doped (0.5 wt %) STO(110) substrate to induce conductivity by using synchrotron 
irradiation. An intrinsic and emergent 2DEG occurred in polar-nonpolar perovskite oxide 
heterostructures, say, 2DEG in LAO/STO(110), would be much more interesting to study due 
to its low dimensionality and intriguing properties. 
6.1.3 Electronic band structure and Fermi surface of LAO/STO(110) 
It has been shown that 2D electron liquid on LAO/STO(110) is highly anisotropic and 
different from that at LAO/STO(001) [44, 45]. Tight banding calculation and Angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy has shown that the Fermi surface of the conducting Nb-doped 
STO(110) sample is different than the (001) case [45]. Thus we perform first-principles 
calculations using density-functional theory to study the electronic band structure and Fermi 





Figure 6.2 shows our DFT calculation results on LAO/STO(110). Figure 6.2 (a) shows DFT 
result of LAO4/STO4 and (b) shows DFT result of LAO8/STO8. The dispersion of electron 
states along [001] and [  ̅ ] are quite different and the dyz/dxz subbands along [  ̅ ] are 
partially flat. The dxz/dyz bands are less dispersive and have a lowest energy along [  ̅ ], so 
electrons with the lowest energy firstly occupy these dxz/dyz bands, thus the hopping among 
these states dominating the carrier scattering and the in-plane magnetoresistance, which has a 
maximum value along [  ̅ ] direction even when magnetic field is parallel to the current. In 
contrast, dxy band has the lowest energy along [001] being relatively strong dispersive, which 
leads a light effective mass. Thus carrier scattering is lighter along [001] and the 
magnetoresistance is dominated by spin-orbital interactions and Lorentz force, which follows 
typical AMR behavior [119-121].  
Since we have different orbital occupancy along [  ̅ ] and [001], the Fermi surface in (110) 
plane would be interesting to explore. In order to study the Fermi surface in LAO/STO(110), 
we perform DFT calculation on LAO/STO as shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. We could 
see that there are some open orbits formed along [  ̅ ] in the Fermi surface in Figure 6.3(a). 
For comparison, we also calculate the Fermi surface of STO(110), which only has closed 
orbits instead in Figure 6.3(b). This result shows that LAO/STO(110) is quite different from 
that of STO(110) which has been studied in Ref. [44] due to the confinement and the 
boundary conditions. By applying electric gating [15], or magnetic field [119], we could tune 
the Fermi energy, thus the shape of Fermi surface. When the Fermi level lies in the flat part 
with a low carrier density, the electron correlation should cause ferromagnetic spin 
fluctuations to develop with an enhanced susceptibility. A weak field might make the system 







Figure 6.2 DFT calculations of electronic band structure of LAO/STO(110). Left panel: 
LAO4/STO4; Right panel: LAO8/STO8. Partially flat bands and snake states appear at [  ̅ ] 
direction, while the states are dispersive at [001] direction. 
 
 




















Figure 6.4 AFM images of LAO/STO(110) systems. Left: virgin as received STO(110); 




Figure 6.5 RHEED oscillations of the 2 uc LAO on STO(110). Top images show the RHEED 
patterns at different temperatures. 
6.2 Growth and characterization of LAO/STO(110)  heterostructures 
We grew and made patterned LAO/STO(110) Hall bar samples. 10 uc LAO were grown on 
STO(110) single crystal substrates by using pulsed laser deposition under different oxygen 






 Torr on atomically flat STO(110) substrates. 
Photolithography was used to pattern Hall bar for both along [  ̅ ] and [001] orientations. 
3uc LAO/STO(110)STO(110) untreated TiO2-STO(110)


























In order to pattern 2DEG samples of LAO/STO(110), single TiO2-terminated STO substrates 
were used as shown in Figure 6.4 [46,123]. 
The LAO/STO heterostructures were obtained by depositing LAO on STO substrates using 
PLD system. For the patterned Hall bar sample of LAO/STO interfaces, STO substrates were 
patterned before the deposition of LAO films. LAO target is single crystal. STO substrates 
were put into the PLD chamber with a background pressure less than 10
-7
 Torr and heated up 
to the temperature (T) of 750 
o
C. The frequency of pulsed laser was set to be 2 Hz and the 
laser energy density to be 1~2 J/cm
2
. After deposition, the samples were cooled down to room 
T in the deposition pressure at a rate of 15 
o
C/min.  
During the deposition, RHEED was used to monitor the thickness of LAO. Figure 6.5 shows 
the RHEED intensity as a function of time during deposition for 2 uc LAO grown on a STO 
(110) substrate. Obvious oscillations are observed from the start until end of deposition, 
indicating atomic scale layer-by-layer growth. Such growth mode is necessary to obtain the 
high quality interface. However, due to the special termination on STO(110), it is not easy to 
get RHEED oscillations by PLD in our PLD chambers. 
STO substrates were patterned before the deposition of LAO films to make Hall bar structure. 
Single TiO2-terminated STO was patterned into typical Hall bar geometry by using 
conventional photolithography and depositing amorphous AlN films by PLD at room 
temperature with an oxygen pressure of 10-6 Torr. A SEM image of a Hall-bar pattern is 
shown in Figure 6.6. In this pattern, the width of the Hall bar is 50 μm and length is 500 μm, 
the distance between two voltage probes is about 165 μm. A six-probe configuration of the 
Hall bar allows the measurement of both longitudinal and Hall resistance. After patterning 
process, the substrate surfaces were cleaned with Acetone. It should be noted that the large 
ratio of the area for the deposition of LAO to the one covered by a-AlN allows direct 
observation of RHEED oscillation on patterned STO. These allow the precise control of LAO 





oscillations shown in Figure 6.5 is the one observed in patterned STO.  The unpatterned 
sample was obtained by direct deposition of LAO on bare 5 × 5 mm
2
 STO substrate and the 
transport data was measured using the van der Pauw configuration. 
   
Figure 6.6 Scanning electron microscopy back-scattered electron image of a pattern Hall bar 
at 10 K. 
 
   
Figure 6.7 Sheet Resistance of the samples with 10 uc LAO on STO(110) both along [001] 
and [  ̅ ] for different growth oxygen partial pressure from 5×10-5 to 5×10-3 Torr. (a) 5×10-3 
Torr; (b) 10
-3
 Torr; (c) 5×10
-4




































































































Figure 6.8 Transport of the sample 10 uc LAO (grown on 10
-3
 Torr) on STO (110) both along 
[001] and [  ̅ ]. (a) Resistance vs Temperature measured for the Hall bars along both [001] 
and [  ̅ ]. (b) Magnetoresistance vs Magnetic field at 5 K for both orientations when the 
magnetic field is parallel and perpendicular to the bridges. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 Out of plane and in-plane magnetoresistance of LAO/STO (110) samples. 
 
6.3 Electrical transport properties 
Figure 6.7 shows the sheet resistance vs temperature of 10 uc LAO on TiO2-terminated STO 
(110) grown at different oxygen partial pressure from 5 × 10
-5
 to 5 × 10
-3
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and [001] oriented hall bar. The sheet resistance of hall bar along [001] is very close to that of 
sample on LAO/STO (001), whereas the hall bar along [  ̅ ] shows very different behavior. 
The Hall bar along [  ̅ ] has a relatively high resistance than the Hall bar along [001] when it 
is grown at 5 × 10
-5
 Torr. Samples grown at high oxygen pressure of 5 × 10
-3
 Torr are 
relatively high resistive and there are resistance upturn occurring at low temperatures below 
30 K. When the grown oxygen pressure decreases, the resistance of the samples decrease. 
Further decreasing the oxygen pressure to 5 × 10
-5
 Torr, the sheet resistance of [001]-
orientated Hall bar sample is reduced by one order of magnitude while the [  ̅ ]-orientated 
Hall bar samples remain comparable resistance. This could be explained that oxygen vacancy 
along [  ̅ ] forms a Ti-vacancy-Ti bond with an angle less that 180 degree and it is more 
stable than [001] direction [118]. Figure 6.8 shows transport properties of 10 uc 
LAO/STO(110) grown with oxygen pressure 10
-3
 Torr. Figure 6.8(a) shows the temperature 
dependent resistance and (b) shows the negative in-plane MR of the sample at 5 K. We show 
in plane and out of plane magnetoresistance at 5 K in Figure 6.9. Out of plane MR is positive 
whereas the in plane MR is negative.  
Combining Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, we find that the anisotropy between [  ̅ ]- and [001]- 
oriented hall bar becomes remarkably large at low temperatures. To have a straightforward 
insight at this anisotropy emerging at low temperatures, we plot resistance anisotropy defined 
as (R1-10-R001)/R001*100% in Figure 6.10. Note the sample used in Figure 6.10 is unpatterened 
and the growth oxygen pressure is 10
-3
 Torr. Figure 6.10 clearly shows the anisotropy starts to 
increase below 75 K and it increases up to 37% at around 5 K. This anisotropy between Ti-Ti 
linear bond along [001] and Ti-O-Ti zigzag bond along [  ̅ ] could be understood as the 
formation of oxygen vacancy and different orbital configurations. Figure 6.11 shows crystal 
structure of perfect crystal and oxygen vacancies along [001] and [  ̅ ]. The formation 
energy of oxygen vacancy formation could be calculated as: 






where Ov represents oxygen vacancy. Thus the energy difference of oxygen vacancy 
formation along [001] and [  ̅ ] is: 
                 ΩOv[001] - ΩOv[1-10]=   Eslab[001] – Eslab[1-10] = 0.374 eV,                       Equation 6.2 
 
The oxygen vacancy is more stable in [  ̅ ] direction. Based on this model, we could 
understand the reason that Hall bar along [  ̅ ] direction doesn’t have a very low resistance 
for sample grown at 5 × 10
-5
 Torr, which is different from what was observed by Anil et al. 
[45]. However, oxygen vacancy is not only reason for the anisotropy in LAO/STO (110) 
because the band filling in different d orbitals dxy and dyz/dzx dominates the transport behavior, 
which will be shown in the coming part of the chapter. 
Figure 6.12 shows transport properties of superlattice sample –(5ucLAO/11ucSTO)3-
5ucLAO/STO(110). Figure 6.12(a) shows sheet resistance and (b) shows carrier density and 
mobility of the sample at various temperatures. 
 
Figure 6.10 Anisotropic resistance along [  ̅ ] and [001] as a function of 1/T. the difference 
become remarkable below 30 K. Inset: Resistance anisotropy vs temperature. 






















































Figure 6.11 Oxygen vacancy formation along [001] and [  ̅ ] direction in STO (110). (a) 
Perfect crystal. (b) Oxygen vacancy formation along [001]. (c) Oxygen vacancy formation 




Figure 6.12 Transport properties of the sample. (a) Sheet resistance vs temperature measured 
by van der Pauw method. (b) Carrier density and mobility of the sample. Orange squares with 
dot line are carrier density and purple squares with line are mobility. 
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Figure 6.13 Out of plane ADMR of sample with current along [001] and H rotates in (001) at 




Figure 6.14 Relative out of plane ADMR of the sample with current along (001) and H 













































































































Figure 6.15 Temperature and field dependent relative angle dependent out of plane MR of the 
sample with current along [001] and H rotates in (001). 
 
6.4 Angle dependent magnetoresistance  
6.4.1 Angle dependent out of plane magnetoresistance 
We perform angle dependent out of plane MR measurement by applying magnetic field from 
9 to 5 T at different temperatures. Figure 6.13 shows angle dependent out of plane MR 
measured from 80 to 5 K by applying magnetic field from 9 to 5 T on same sample –
(5ucLAO/11ucSTO)3-5ucLAO/STO(110) measured in Figure 6.12. We could find that the 
MR is very weak at high temperatures and it increases when temperature decreases. The 
relative angle dependent out of plane MR is shown in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15. The out of 
plane MR has a maximum value and the in-plane MR has a minimum value when one rotates 
the magnetic field. We also find that out of plane MR is positive and in-plane MR is negative. 
When the magnetic field increases, the MR increases. The relative MR becomes maximum at 


























































6.4.2 Angle dependent in-plane magnetoresistance 
Ferromagnetic metals usually exhibiting a normal AMR effect show maximum resistivity 
when the current is parallel to the magnetization direction, I // M, and minimum resistivity 
when the current is perpendicular to the magnetization direction, I ⊥ M. In the presence of 
Rashba type spin-orbital coupling with s ⊥ k term, the AMR signal flips with a maximum 
value when M is perpendicular to current I. Thus it would be important to study the AMR 
effect to study the spin-orbital interaction effect and orbital effect in this system. Angle 
dependent in-plane MR (ADMR) is measured with current along [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated 
Hall bar by rotating the sample within the sample plane (110). Technically speaking, we can 
simply rotate magnetic field within the sample plane. As we shown in Equation 6-1 and 6-2, 
the oxygen vacancy would change the electronic properties of the anisotropic 2DEG, we 
measure field dependent ADMR for different samples grown with different oxygen partial 
pressure from 5 × 10
-5
 to 5 × 10
-3
 Torr at different temperatures below 30 K, above which the 
ADMR is too weak to measure. The samples are all 10 uc LAO grown on TiO2-terminated 
STO (110). 
6.4.2.1 5 × 10-5 Torr  
In Figure 6.16 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] oriented Hall bar at 20 K with 
magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The anisotropy of ADMR appears in Figure 6.16 with 
increasing the magnetic field. The maximum of ADMR is always at close to 90 (100) and 270 
(280) degree which correspond to [  ̅ ] direction.  Figure 6.16 (b) and (c) show polar plot of 
the ADMR shown in (a) and (b). The ADMR has a π-like symmetry for both along [  ̅ ] and 
[001] though the shape is slightly different. The ADMR behavior of [001]-orientated Hall bar 
is consistent to the AMR behavior reported [119-121]. The [  ̅ ] direction should be the 





the AMR behavior. Thus we could expect that the electronic structure or electron state at 
[  ̅ ] direction is very much different. 
In Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] oriented Hall bar at 
10 and 5 K with magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The ADMR becomes remarkable when 
temperature decreases. The maximum of ADMR along [  ̅ ] increases to close to 104% at 5 
K whereas it is a few present at 20 K. The maximum of ADMR along [001] is instead around 
40%. However, the maximum of [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated is not exactly aligned along 
[  ̅ ]. 
  
Figure 6.16 Field dependent relative ADMR of the sample 5 × 10
-5
 Torr with along [  ̅ ]- 
and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 20 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) and (b) Normal plot of 
relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and [001]; (c) and (d) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and 
[001].  
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Figure 6.17 Field dependent relative ADMR of the sample 5 × 10
-5
 Torr with along [  ̅ ]- 
and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 10 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) and (b) Relative ADMR of 
[  ̅ ] and [001]; (c) and (d) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and [001].  
 
Figure 6.18 Field dependent relative ADMR of the sample 5 × 10
-5
 Torr with along [  ̅ ]- 
and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 5 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) and (b) Relative ADMR of 
[  ̅ ] and [001]; (c) and (d) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and [001].  
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Figure 6.19 Field dependent relative AD MR of the sample 5 × 10
-4
 Torr with along [  ̅ ]- 
and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 20 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) and (b) Relative ADMR of 
[  ̅ ] and [001]; (c) and (d) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and [001].  
 
Figure 6.20 Field dependent relative ADMR of the sample 5 × 10
-4
 Torr with along [  ̅ ]- 
and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 10 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) and (b) Relative ADMR of 
[  ̅ ] and [001]; (c) and (d) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and [001].  
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6.4.2.2 5 × 10-4 Torr  
In Figure 6.19 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] oriented Hall bar at 20 K with 
magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The maximum of ADMR is always at 90 and 270 degree 
which correspond to [  ̅ ] direction.  The ADMR has π-like symmetry for both along [  ̅ ] 
and [001] as well. Figure 6.19(b) and (c) show polar plot of the ADMR shown in Figure 
6.19(a) and (b). In Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] 
oriented Hall bar at 10 and 5 K with magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The ADMR becomes 
large when temperature decreases. The maximum of ADMR along [  ̅ ] increases to close to 
75% at 5 K whereas it is a few present at 20 K. The maximum of ADMR along [001] is 
instead around 18%. However, the maximum of [  ̅ ]-orientated is also slightly shifted from 
[  ̅ ] direction.  
 
Figure 6.21 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 5 × 10
-4
 
Torr with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 5 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) and (b) 
Relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and [001]; (c) and (d) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ] and 
[001].  
 































































































































6.4.2.3 10-3 Torr  
In Figure 6.22 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] oriented Hall bar at 20 K with 
magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The maximum of ADMR is at 90 and 270 degree which 
correspond to [  ̅ ] direction too.  The ADMR has π symmetry for both along [  ̅ ] and 
[001]. Figure 6.22(b) and (c) show polar plot of the ADMR shown in (a) and (b).  In Figure 
6.23 and Figure 6.24 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ]- and [001]- oriented Hall bar at 10 and 5 
K with magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The ADMR increases when temperature decreases. The 
maximum of ADMR along [  ̅ ] increases to close to 60% at 5 K whereas it is a few present 
at 20 K. The maximum of ADMR along [001] is instead around 20%. The maximum of 
[  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated is almost exactly aligned along [  ̅ ] in this case.  
 
Figure 6.22 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 10
-3
 Torr 
with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 20 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) Normal 
plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (b) Normal plot of relative ADMR of [001]; (c) Polar plot of 































































































































Figure 6.23 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 10
-3
 Torr 
with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 10 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) Normal 
plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (b) Normal plot of relative ADMR of [001]; (c) Polar plot of 
relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (c) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [001].  
 
Figure 6.24 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 10
-3
 Torr 
with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 5 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) Normal plot 
of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (b) Normal plot of relative ADMR of [001]; (c) Polar plot of 
relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (c) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [001].  
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6.4.2.4 5 × 10-3 Torr  
In Figure 6.25 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] oriented Hall bar at 20 K with 
magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The maximum of ADMR is at 90 and 270 degree which 
correspond to [  ̅ ] direction. The ADMR has π-like symmetry for both along [  ̅ ] and 
[001]. Figure 6.25(b) and (c) show polar plot of the ADMR shown in (a) and (b).  In Figure 
6.26 and Figure 6.27 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ]- and [001]- oriented Hall bar at 10 and 5 
K with magnetic field of 3, 6 and 9 T. The ADMR also becomes large when temperature 
decreases. The maximum of ADMR along [  ̅ ] increases to close to 20% at 5 K whereas it 
is a few present at 20 K. The maximum of ADMR along [001] is around 6%. The maximum 
of [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated is aligned along [  ̅ ] with small tilt.  
 
Figure 6.25 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 5 × 10
-3
 
Torr with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 20 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) 
Normal plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (b) Normal plot of relative ADMR of [001]; (c) 
Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (c) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [001].  
 






























































































































In above sections, we have shown the ADMR measured at low temperatures with field at 3, 6 
and 9 T for different samples prepared with different oxygen partial pressures. In Figure 6.28 
and Figure 6.29 we show ADMR of both [  ̅ ] and [001] oriented Hall bar with magnetic 
field of 9 T at 5 K for all samples. The maximum of ADMR is almost always at or close to 90 
and 270 degree which correspond to [  ̅ ] direction. The ADMR has π-like symmetry for 
both along [  ̅ ] and [001]. The maximum of relative ADMR increases for both orientations 
when the temperature decreases. The maximum of relative ADMR along [  ̅ ] at 5 K is 
around 60% to 100% in comparison to 5-10% at 20 K. For comparison, we could see that the 
maximum of relative ADMR along [001] at 10 K is around 10% and it increases to around 20% 
at 5 K while it is around 5% at 20 K. The shape of ADMR also evolves. There is a dip formed 
for the relative ADMR along [001]. We could find that the difference between relative 
ADMR along [  ̅ ] and [001] is also remarkable when one increases magnetic field from 6 to 
9 T. The maximum of relative ADMR along [  ̅ ] doesn’t increase with the magnetic field 
increasing from 6 to 9T while it is not the case for relative ADMR along [001] for 10
-3
 Torr 
sample. We would infer that the electronic state along [  ̅ ] is much more stable and not 
affected by the magnetic field as much as [001]. The electron hopping and carrier-carrier 
scattering might dominates along [  ̅ ] direction. Thus we would expect electrons in 
electronic state along [  ̅ ] occupying a much larger effective mass than electrons in state 
along [001]. For heavy electrons, the scattering rate is smaller than light electrons. Thus the 






Figure 6.26 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 5 × 10
-3
 
Torr with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 10 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) 
Normal plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (b) Normal plot of relative ADMR of [001]; (c) 
Polar plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (c) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [001].  
 
Figure 6.27 Field dependent relative angle dependent in-plane MR of the sample 5 × 10
-3
 
Torr with along [  ̅ ]- and [001]-orientated Hall bar at 5 K with field of 3, 6, 9 T. (a) Normal 
plot of relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (b) Normal plot of relative ADMR of [001]; (c) Polar plot of 
relative ADMR of [  ̅ ]; (c) Polar plot of relative ADMR of [001].  
 














































































































































































































































Figure 6.28 ADMR with field of 9 T at 5 K for samples prepared at different oxygen partial 
pressures. (a) 5 × 10
-3
 Torr; (b) 10
-3
 Torr; (c) 5 × 10
-4
 Torr; (d) 5 × 10
-5
 Torr.  
 
 
Figure 6.29 Polar plot of ADMR with field of 9 T at 5 K for samples prepared at different 
oxygen partial pressures. (a) 5 × 10
-3
 Torr; (b) 10
-3
 Torr; (c) 5 × 10
-4
 Torr; (d) 5 × 10
-5
 Torr.  









































































































































































































































6.4.3 Planar Hall effect 
To further understand the anisotropy observed in ADMR, we perform planar Hall effect. The 
planar Hall effect is similar to the AMR, which arises from magnetic related anisotropy. This 
is manifested as a spontaneous transverse voltage that develops, because of spin-orbit 
coupling, in response to longitudinal current flow in the absence of an applied field. In planar 
Hall effect measurements, current and magnetic field are both in the plane of the sample and 
the angle between magnetic field and current is varied between 0 to 360 degree. In planar Hall 
effect, the resistivity is measured using Hall geometry with magnetic field in plane, i.e., Rxy(B) 
as shown in inset of Figure 6.30. The sample measured in Figure 6.30 is the unpatterned 
sample used in Figure 6.10. We show temperature dependent Rxy(0) for sample –
(5ucLAO/11ucSTO)3-5ucLAO/STO(110). The signal at high temperature is might due to the 
miscut of the Hall bar. The significant Hall-resistance at high T is probably due to misaligned 
sample or misaligned voltage contacts and it relates to Rxx. More importantly, this Rxx 
contributions may only result in an angle independent offset which do not interfere 
qualitatively with planar Hall measurements. However, the Rxy(0) starts to increase below 25 
K very fast which could be understood as the possible polarization and magnetization 
developing at low temperatures. 
Planar Hall effect is a useful method to investigate magnetism especially for systems which 
have in-plane magnetizations. Figure 6.31 shows Rxy(B) measured for both [  ̅ ]- and [001]-
orientated Hall bar with field of 9 T at 5 and 10 K. we could see that the Rxy(9T) keeps same 
for [001]-orientated Hall bar. For [  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar, the Rxy(9T) only increases for one 
direction, which we attribute to the magnetization along [  ̅ ].  Figure 6.32 shows polar plot 
of planar Hall effect for both directions with field of 3, 6, and 9 T at 5 K. The planar Hall 
resistance increases for the maxima (positive signal) and minima (negative signal) in appear 
at 45° to the principal [  ̅ ] directions with 90° interval. The sign change of Hall signal with 





follow sin 2θ behavior. Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32 show that the [001]-orientated Hall bar 
follows the sin 2θ behavior whereas the [  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar deviates from such a 
behavior, especially for the case with 6 and 9 T field. This should be due to the magnetization 
or orbital polarization along [  ̅ ] direction, or even field induced polarization. The planar 
Hall Resistance also shows π–like asymmetry structure as function of angle which is similar 
but slightly different from π–like symmetry ADMR observed in above sections. We notice 
that the planar Hall Resistance is similar in the (110)- and (001)- orientated LAO/STO at 9 T 
[119]. Thus we would expect that the planar Hall effect might be due to in plane anisotropic 
in LAO/STO systems. 
 
Figure 6.30 Temperature dependent of Hall resistance Rxy(0). Inset: configuration of planar 
Hall measurement. Magnetic field rotates in (110) plane. 
 



























Figure 6.31 Polar plot of planar Hall effect of sample prepared with 10
-3
 Torr oxygen pratiall 
pressure with field of 9 T at 5 and 10 K. 
 
 
Figure 6.32 Polar plot of planar Hall effect of sample prepared with 10
-3
 Torr oxygen partial 





































































































6.5 Giant orbital magnetoresistance  
We have shown experimental observation of novel features on the AMR in LAO/STO(110) 
quantum wells. Remarkably, anisotropic magnetoresistance always has a global maximum 
when the magnetic field is parallel/close to Ti-O-Ti zigzag chain direction [  ̅ ] regardless of 
current follow direction, which is absent of description by k • p Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian. 
Combined with density functional theory calculations, we attribute the origin of the 
phenomenon with large orbital anisotropies in the LAO/STO (110) heterostructure. 
Selectively occupied orbital states and orbital polarizations are responsible to the anomaly in 
anisotropic magnetoresistance observed. We demonstrate that electron hopping related 
scatterings induce the orbital magnetoresistance. Calculation results show that hybridized 
orbital and large orbital polarizations along [001] are formed by these selective orbital states 
and partially flat bands, which would be very interesting for novel applications and orbital 
physics in SrTiO3. This is what we called giant orbital magnetoresistance in anisotropic two-
dimensional electronic system built on (110)-orientated LAO/STO heterostructures. 
AMR is a response of carriers in magnetic materials to changes of the magnetization 
orientation [124]. It has crystalline components arising from the crystal symmetries and 
noncrystalline component from the lower symmetry for a specific current direction. 
Noncrystalline component is due to relativistic spin-orbital coupling induced scatterings and 
the crystalline terms are explained by band warping effects reflecting the underlying crystal 
symmetry. Spin-orbital coupling leads to spin-dependent scattering of conduction electrons, 
for example, 4s and 3d electrons in Ni. The 3d orbitals are affected by magnetization M, and 
are mixed (slightly reoriented) so that they present a larger scattering cross-section to 
electrons moving parallel to M [125,126]. AMR effect shows maximum resistivity when the 
current is parallel to the magnetization direction and minimum resistivity when the current is 
perpendicular to the magnetization direction. In the presence of Rashba type spinorbit 





maximum when current is perpendicular to the magnetic field which is consistent to Rashba 
spin orbital interaction [119,120]. These are also crystalline component with minimum AMR 
when a large magnetic field parallel to the crystal axis [  ̅ ] and [110] is applied indicating 
the existence of magnetic interactions. We are here interested in how the crystal symmetries 
change the orbitals and magnetic interactions thus AMR in 2DEG in (110)-orientated 
LAO/STO. 
6.5.1 Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) 
 
Figure 6.33 shows resistance and ADMR observed at LAO/STO(110) heterostructures. 
Resistance as a function of temperature measured in LAO/STO(110) sample in the current 
along [  ̅ ] orientated Hall bar (C[1-10]) and in the current along [001] orientated Hall bar 
(C[001]) geometries is shown in Figure 6.33(a). The sample is 10 uc LAO on STO(110) 
substrate grown at 10
-4
 Torr annealed at 500 °C in air for 1 hour. There is a strong resistance 
upturn appearing at low temperatures for C[1-10] whereas it is absent in C[001]. Resistance 
anisotropy defined as (R[1-10]/R[001]-1)*100% is shown in Figure 6.33(b) and it reaches up to 
400% at 3 K. Figure 6.33(c) shows angle dependent MR measured in an in-plane rotating 
magnetic field of 9 T in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars. θ is defined as angle between 
magnetic field and [001] direction for all cases. It was shown that a global maximum of 
ADMR for both C[1-10] and C[001] appear at θ equals or closes to 90° or 270° which is not 
observed in (001)-orientated LAO/STO system reported in earlier studies [119-121]. The 
AMR observed in LAO/STO(001) in Ref. [120] shows a maximum when the current is 
perpendicular to the field. This abnormal AMR behavior in LAO/STO(110) is not expected 
from k • p Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian which describes the spin-orbital coupling induced 
AMR in magnetic systems [125,126]. Instead, we observe a robust maximum in AMR when 
magnetic field is parallel or close to [  ̅ ] direction independent to current directions. Thus, 





LAO/STO(110) systems. This strong crystalline component AMR is associated with the 
anisotropic resistance in Figure 6.33(a,b), crystal structure in STO(110) and the orbital 
orientations shown in Figure 6.1. The crystal structure symmetry should be responsible to 
both the resistance anisotropy and abnormal AMR signal.  
Free electron-electron, electron-phonon and electron-impurity scatterings would be uniform 
in 2D systems. However, d orbitals along different directions such as [  ̅ ] and [001] could 
be different as demonstrated in Ref. [127] showing orbital ordering and possible polarization, 
which lead to different s-d or d-d electron scattering rate with different scattering cross-
sections for electrons moving along different directions. Thus the crystalline related resistance 
anisotropy might be due to orbital related scatterings. In the case of s-d or d-d scatterings, d 
electrons move with orbital moment, hopping from one Ti cite to another Ti cite, contributing 
to Resistance from hopping related scatterings, which is in the content of variable range 
hopping (VRH) with Resistance R = Rs • exp(T*/T)1/3, where Rs is sheet resistance at 
Temperature T = T* [128]. T* = 2.8e
2/(4πεε0akB) is a characterization temperature determined 
by dielectric constant ɛ and hopping distance a. In order to check whether this hopping 
induced resistance dominates the resistance anisotropy in LAO/STO(110) system, we plot 
ln(R[1-10]-R[001]) as a function of T
-1/3
 in Figure 6.33(d). Surprisingly, the resistance anisotropy 
fit the 2D VRH model well at low temperatures. We obtain T* = 204 K from fitting. T* is 
calculated to be 172 K if we take ɛ = 700 and a = 3.905 Å. This would convince us that the 
anisotropic resistance is mainly due to the crystalline structure induced scatterings. Following 
this idea, we study the temperature and magnetic field dependent AMR behavior. 
6.5.2 Temperature dependent AMR 
 
We have shown that the abnormal AMR behavior is robust, here we use different sample with 
[  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars patterned on a 10 uc LAO/STO(110) sample grown at 
10
-3





rotating magnetic field of 9 T. In [  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar, we observe an increasing AMR 
signal from 10 to 60 percent with decreasing temperature from 20 K to 5 K. The AMR signal 
is mostly positive and the maximum AMR always appears at θ close to or equal 90° or 270°, 
namely, when magnetic field parallel to [  ̅ ] direction. The maximum AMR appears at 
magnetic field parallel to current direction C[1-10]. This AMR signal up to 60% is giant as 
AMR is usually several percent in magnetic materials such as (Ga,Mn)As and La2/3Sr1/3MnO3. 
The maximum AMR reaches 105% for C[1-10] and 30% for C[001] in sample grown with 
oxygen partial pressure at 5×10
-5
 Torr (not shown here). This giant AMR hints a strong orbital 
effect and interaction between electrons and orbitals. Figure 6.34(d) shows AMR map of 
[  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar for the entire temperature range from 5 to 20 K. Figure 6.34(e-g) 
shows an increasing AMR signal from 5 to 20 percent. The AMR signal is also mostly 
positive and the maximum AMR appears when magnetic field is parallel or close to [  ̅ ] 
direction. In this case, the maximum AMR signal appears when magnetic field is 
perpendicular to current direction [001]. Figure 6.34(h) shows AMR map of [001]-orientated 
Hall bar. 
Electrons contributing to conductivity are those with energies close to Fermi energy. 
Magnetic field could interact with electron with different energies below Fermi energy and 
polarize free spins or polarized moments. For example, angular magnetoresistance 
oscillations induced by closed or/and open orbits were observed in organic layered metals 
[129]. We show field sweeping AMR maps in Figure 6.35 as a comparison of the AMR of 
[  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars. Figure 6.35(a,b) show a polar plot of AMR in a 9 T 
field at 5 K shown in Figure 6.34. The maximum AMR always appears at or close to [  ̅ ] 
for both C[1-10] and C[001] for all field range. In the case of current along [001], a peak splitting 
at large field around 7 T is observed in this sample. This peak splitting and AMR minimum 
could be due to open orbits or Rashba spin-orbital coupling effects in electronic states which 





violation from sin(2θ) behavior and distinct higher harmonic or asymmetric component at 
large field indicating that crystalline AMR due to wrapping effect on the band structure is 
related to the crystal symmetries and orbital occupancies. Figures 35(c,d) show field-rotation 
AMR maps for both C[1-10] and C[001] at 5 K. In the content of spin-orbital coupling induced 
AMR scenario in magnetic materials, the magnetization moment contributing to AMR is 
dominated by moment or polarization from [  ̅ ] direction which always gives a maximum. 
When the magnetic field rotates in-plane, the magnetization direction is almost not disturbed 
away from hard axis close to [  ̅ ], however, the magnetization could be changed on the 
initial direction of increasing magnetic field to large field up to 9 T. The AMR signal shows 
mirror symmetry with axis along [001]. In contrast, there are always minimum in AMR when 
magnetic field is parallel to [110] or [  ̅ ] in LAO/STO(001) samples [119-121], which is 
dominated by dxy orbitals, with maximum overlapping along [110] (or [  ̅ ]), leading to a 
minimum AMR. Due to the polarization difference of dxy orbitals along [110] and [  ̅ ] [22], 
the AMR is different when field is along [110] and [  ̅ ] as demonstrated in Ref. [119]. In 
LAO/STO(110), the orbital is enlarged along [001] where as it is suppressed along [  ̅ ], 
which possesses a shape close to     orbital, indicating possible orbital polarization along 







Figure 6.33 AMR at LAO/STO(110) heterostructures. (a) Resistance as a function of 
temperature measured in the annealed LAO/STO(110) sample in the current along [  ̅ ] 
orientated Hall bar (C[1-10]) and in the current along [001] orientated Hall bar (C[001]) 
geometries showing resistance upturn at low temperatures for C[1-10]. Inset shows a sketch of 
stack and transport measurement geometries. (b) Resistance anisotropic a function of 
temperature. Inset shows a sketch of definition of angle θ, which is the angle between 
magnetic field and [001] direction. (c) MR measurement in an in-plane rotating magnetic 
field of 9 T in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars. (d) The ln(R[1-10]/R[001]) vs T
-1/3
 plot for 



















































































































Figure 6.34 Temperature dependent AMR signals of [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars 
with an in-plane rotating magnetic field of 9 T. The angle is fixed according to the sample 
orientation. θ = 0° is for magnetic field along [001] and θ = 90° for [  ̅ ]. (a-c) In [  ̅ ]-
orientated Hall bar, an increasing AMR signal up to 60% with decreasing temperature is 
observed. The AMR signal is mostly positive and the maximum AMR always appears at θ 
close to or equal 90° or 270°, namely, when magnetic field parallel to [  ̅ ] direction. The 
maximum AMR appears at magnetic field parallel to current direction. (d) AMR map of 
[  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar below 20 K. (e-g) In [001]-orientated Hall bar, an increasing AMR 
signal up to 20% with decreasing temperature is observed. The AMR signal is also mostly 
positive and the maximum AMR always appears at θ close/equal to 90° or 270°, namely, 
when field parallel to [  ̅ ] direction. The maximum AMR appears at magnetic field 
perpendicular to current direction. (g) AMR map of [001]-orientated Hall bar below 20 K. 
 













































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.35 shows AMR = [R(θ)-R(0)]/R(0)*100% measured in an in-plane rotating magnetic 
field of 9 T in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars. θ is defined as angle between magnetic 
field and [001] direction for all cases shown in Figure 6.33(b). It was shown that the 
maximum of AMR for both C[1-10] and C[001] appear at θ equals or closes to 90° or 270° which 
is not observed in (001)-orientated system. This abnormal AMR behavior in LAO/STO(110) 
is not expected from spin-orbital coupling induced AMR in magnetic systems [120,121]. 
Instead, we observe a robust maximum in AMR when magnetic field is parallel or close to 
[  ̅ ] direction independent to current directions. More importantly, the AMR behavior only 
shows up at low temperatures around 20 K. This is consistence to the hoping related 
resistance anisotropy in LAO/STO(110) as shown in Figure 6.33. Thus, we could conclude 
that the observed AMR which is dominated by crystalline component is not determined or 
dominated by spin-orbital coupling in LAO/STO(110) systems. The crystal structure 
symmetry should be responsible to both the resistance anisotropy and abnormal AMR signal. 
6.5.4 Field-dependent magnetoresistance 
 
Figure 6.36 shows field-dependent magnetoresistance in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall 
bars at 5 K. Magnetoresistance of [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bar in applied magnetic 
field along θ = 0° and 90° is shown in Figure 6.36(a,c). The AMR maximum always appears 
when magnetic field is parallel or close to [  ̅ ] direction. However, there is difference for 
MR for C[1-10] and C[001]. The MR has H
2
 behavior for current along [001], while for current 
along [  ̅ ] it shows H2 behavior at small field, and linear H behavior in the range of 3 to 6 T. 
The slope of MR changes when the magnetic field is larger than 6 T indicating different 
scattering mechanism, different scattering rate or different electronic states. The MR for 
current along [  ̅ ] saturates while it doesn’t saturate for current along [001]. This strongly 






Figure 6.35 Comparison of the AMR in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars. (a,b) Polar 
plots corresponding to AMR experiments in a 9-T in-plane rotating field and temperature 5 K. 
The maximum AMR always appears at or close to [  ̅ ] direction which is not expected in 
normal AMR mechanism contributed by spin-orbital coupling. The AMR of both orientations 
show violation from sin(2θ) behavior and distinct higher harmonic or asymmetric component. 
(c,d) Field-rotation AMR maps demonstrating the AMR contribution moment dominating 
from [  ̅ ] direction. 
 
We also point out that, consistently, the magnitude of ∆R(μ0H)/R(0) in C[1-10] and C[001] is 
comparable to the magnitude of the corresponding field rotation AMR signal in 
LAO/STO(110) (compare Figure 6.36 and Figure 6.35). Similar experiments to those reported 
in Figure 6.36(a,c) have been performed over the entire range of angles 0 ≤ θ≤ 360. The 
resulting magnetoresistance sweep map, shown in Figure 6.36(b,d), has common as well as 
some distinct features compared with the rotation AMR map in Figure 6.35(c,d), which are 
due to the presence of different electronic states detected with different magnetic field within 

























































































































































































































































The maximum AMR observed in (110)-orientated LAO/STO is of the order of up to 60-100% 
varying at different samples with different growth oxygen partial pressure. This is a giant 
signal comparing with AMR in magnetic materials which is usually around several percent. 
Moreover, the AMR shows a resistivity maximum when magnetic field is along or close to 
[  ̅ ] independent to the current direction, though the signal is much larger for current along 
[  ̅ ] than [001]. This implies that observed AMR signal is dominated by crystalline 
component and induced by orbital polarization along [001]. Furthermore, the resistance 
anisotropy for [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated directions fits with VRH model as well as the 
resistance upturn at low temperatures indicating that scattering rates induced by orbital 
structures of [  ̅ ] and [001] are very different. The unique symmetry of LaAlO3/SrTiO3(110) 
leads to orbital polarization and even ordering, which leads to the anisotropic band structure 
and Fermi surface. The giant crystalline AMR signal observed in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated 
Hall bar is induced by the anisotropic scattering rates induced by orbitals which locate at Ti 
cite near the interface.  
6.5.5 Orbital polarization and ordering 
 
Now we discuss the origin of the giant orbital magnetoresistance due to the orbital 
polarization in the system and corresponding anisotropic electronic structure. The effective 
mass and energy of electrons at dxz/dyz and dxy orbitals are quite different in (110)-orientated 
LAO/STO compared to (001) case [8,17], thus the electronic band structure and spatial charge 
distribution of (110) case would be interesting to explore. DFT calculation results on 
LAO/STO(110) are shown in Figure 6.37 and Figure 6.38 [130]. Figure 6.37(a) and (b) show 
the DFT model of LAO/STO(110) and the spatial charge distribution along [001] and [  ̅ ]. 
Interestingly, we find that the spatial charge distribution in (110) plane forms a shape close to 
    orbital along [001], especially at the interface. Along [   ̅ ], the spatial charge 
distribution is more uniform at the interface. This result confirms that orbital polarization 





Figure 6.37(d). One could find that the band structure along [  ̅ ] is absolutely different from 
that of along [001], even [  ̅ ] in LAO/STO(001) case. Orbital hybridization and partially 
flat band forms, especially along [  ̅ ] as shown in Figure 6.37(c). Interestingly, the dxz/dyz 
orbitals are at the lowest energy state in contrast to dxy orbital in (001) case, though dxz/dyz and 
dxy orbitals hybridies at the interface for (110) system. Total and partial density of states of dxy, 
dyz and dxz orbital are plotted in Figure 6.37(d) and (e). One could see that the interfacial DOS 
is much lower than bulk DOS. The dxz/dyz subbands have the lowest energy. Electrons firstly 
occupy patially flat dxz/dyz subbands, and then occupy partially flat dxy subband. Since 
resistivity due to electron-electron scattering is proportional to electron effective mass, the 
hopping among these states dominating the carrier scattering inducing a large in-plane 
magnetoresistance. The scatterings between orbitals increase when magnetic field is along 
[  ̅ ] as it is perpendicular to the orbital polarization direction [001] as shown in Figure 
6.37(a-c) and Figure 6.38 which is real space charge density distribution at the interface, 
leading to a large AMR signal. These result shows that LAO/STO(110) is much different 
from that of LAO/STO(001) and even STO(110)-which has been studied in Refs. [44,45]-due 
to the confinement and the boundary conditions. One can see clearly from Figure 6.37(a-c) 
and Figure 6.38 the dxy, dyz and dzx orbital hybridizes with each other and result in    –like 
ordered orbitals. 
Orbital polarization effects are known to strongly enhance the magnetic anisotropy energy in 
low-dimensional systems, are of prime importance for this interpretation since a Stoner-like 
Hamiltonian fails to reproduce the experimental results. Giant anisotropic magnetoresistance 
observed in LAO/STO(110) is due to anisotropic orbitals induced scatterings which have a 
maximum when magnetic field is along [  ̅ ] independent to the current direction. This 
orbital polarization induces very uniform band structure in LAO/STO(110), especially along 
[  ̅ ], with partially flat subbands. By applying electric field, one may tune the Fermi energy 





these partially flat bands for possible applications. We are able to realize at least partially flat 
bands in LAO/STO(110) systems which could be used as a platform to study new phases and 
matter states. The giant orbital magnetoresistance is very useful to explore orbital physics in 
SrTiO3. The huge AMR signal from 60% to 104% is very promising to make low power 
devices for possible applications such as quantum computation at low temperatures. 
 
Figure 6.36 Field-dependent MR in [  ̅ ]- and [001]- orientated Hall bars at 5 K. (a) MR of 
[  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar in applied magnetic field along θ = 0° and 90°. (b) Field-sweep MR 
map of [  ̅ ]-orientated Hall bar for the entire range of field angles. (c) MR of [001]-
orientated Hall bar in applied magnetic field along θ = 0° and 90°. (d) Field-sweep MR map 
































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.37 DFT of band structure and spatial charge distribution at LAO/STO(110) 
heterostructures. (a) DFT calculation model and the spatial charge distribution along [001] of 
LAO/STO(110). (b) Spatial charge distribution along [  ̅ ] at the interface. (c) Charge 
density distribution at the interface (110) plane. (d) Band structure of LAO/STO(110) along 
[001] and [  ̅ ]. (d) Calculated total density of state. (e) Density of states of dxy, dyz and dxz 
state. Negative/ positive DOS represents spin up/down state. 
 
We’ve demonstrated novel features in the in-plane magnetoresistance (MR) of anisotropic 
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at LAO/STO(110) heterostructures. One of the striking 
features is anisotropy of the MR with π symmetry along [  ̅ ] direction upon rotating the 
magnetic field in plane at low temperatures below 20 K. By following the evolution of this 
anomaly as a function of temperature and magnetic field, we find electron hopping 
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dominating the orbital magnetoresistance along [  ̅ ] direction which is Ti-O-Ti zigzag chain. 
Combining with density functional theory calculation and experimental results, we confirm 
that selective orbitals occupy electronic states and a partially flat dyz/dxz band formed along Ti-
O-Ti zigzag chain direction [  ̅ ]. These flat bands which form unique Fermi surface would 
be very interesting for searching for novel phases and applications. Orbital polarization and 
orbital ordering in LAO/STO(110) interface leads to giant orbital AMR and open new 
perspective in orbital physics in SrTiO3. 
 
 
Figure 6.38 Spin and charge distribution at LAO/STO (110) heterostructures. Left: spin 
distribution along [001] and [  ̅ ]; right: charge distribution along [001] and [  ̅ ]. 
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Chapter 7 Local electrical mapping of tetragonal domains and field-induced 
ferroelectric twin walls in conducting SrTiO3 
In this chapter, we perform low-temperature scanning electron microscopy (LTSEM) imaging 
on conducting SrTiO3 samples made by an overlayer of LaAlO3 to image tetragonal domains 
and twin walls in STO. We demonstrate direct electrical mapping of tetragonal domains and 
field-induced twin walls in conducting STO as a function of temperature and gate bias using 
LTSEM. The nature of the twin walls is confirmed by calculating their intersection angles for 
different substrate orientations. Many walls form when a large side or back gate voltage is 
applied, and they are identified as field-induced ferroelectric twin walls in the paraelectric 
tetragonal matrix. The walls persist after switching off the electric field and on thermal 
cycling below 105 K. Other patterns are also observed and we discuss these patterns with the 
symmetry issues. Possible applications of these field-induced ferroelectric twin walls in 
domain boundary engineering will be discussed. 
7.1 Introduction 
At room temperature STO is cubic. Below 105 K, it undergoes a ferroelastic transition from a 
cubic to a tetragonal structure. Despite its large dielectric constant of ɛr ~ 24000 at 4 K 
[131,132], STO does not become spontaneously ferroelectric at low temperatures. 
Nevertheless, ferroelectricity can be induced by stress or electric field [41-43].  
Recently, an influence of the local tetragonal domain structure on the conductivity of the 
2DEG has been demonstrated by using scanning superconducting quantum interference 
device [47] and scanning single electron transistor [48] microscopy. The local conductivity is 
inferred by probing the magnetic field or electric potential induced by the 2DEG, rather than 
mapping the conductivity, which is difficult with a probe such as scanning tunnelling 





method that offers mapping of the local electric transport properties directly is low-
temperature scanning electron microscopy (LTSEM), which has been, for e.g., used recently 
to image the electric breakdown in V2O3 at the insulator-to-metal transition [133,134]. Mainly, 
LTSEM has been exploited in studies of the microscopic physics of vortices and 
supercurrents in superconducting thin films and Josephson junctions [135-137].  
Integral measurements are standard techniques for characterizing electrical transport 
properties of solid state devices. Results are often affected or impeded by local intrinsic or 
extrinsic properties, such as inhomogeneities, defects, edge effects. LTSEM provides 
complementary information down to the micron-scale and allows spatially resolved analysis 
of various electric transport properties of samples down to 2 K. Here LTSEM is used to image 
the electrical conductivity of STO surface in LAO/STO heterostructures. We have been trying 
to map out the local electrical transport properties inside the LAO/STO interface directly with 
LTSEM in order to investigate the formation and nature of twin boundaries in STO. 
In LTSEM, a periodically blanked focused electron beam is scanned across the sample, 
locally heating it with micron-scale spatial resolution and inducing a voltage signal ∆V. We 
apply LTSEM to image the tetragonal twin boundaries via their effect on the local 
conductivity of the 2DEG at the LAO/STO interface. The experimental setup is illustrated in 
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. The local temperature change could be from ~0.01 K to 1 K. The 
thermal healing length in STO is around 1-10 μm.  
The e-beam stopping process starts with high energy excitations with fast relaxation times 
(<10
-13
 s) and ends with low energy excitations (phonons) and their diffusion processes which 
have time scales of 10
-8
 s. As our beam pulses is about 6.6 kHz, we cannot resolve these 
relaxation processes which lead to the thermal equilibrium. Therefore we consider the e-beam 
as local thermal disturbance. If the electron beam is on at position (x0, y0), the local 
temperature increases resulting in a temperature distribution T(x-x0, y-y0)= T0 + δT, with local 





coefficient  and thermal healing length, one might calculate the temperature profile.created by 
the beam, and this profile typically has Gaussian shape: 
  (         )          
(    )
  (    )
 
   
           Equation 7.1 
 with ∆T ≈ 0.1 – 1 K and σ ≈ 0.3 – 2 µm, for typical e-beam parameters (10 keV, 100 pA, 
dissipated power of 1µW), where σ is determined by the thermal healing length.  
Figure 7.3 shows a backscattered electron surface image and a LTSEM ∆V-map of the STO 
(001) sample #1 at 5 K. Sample information is shown in Table 7.1. Clear stripe-like patterns 
around 1-2 µm wide (the spatial resolution of the instrument) show up in the map, in contrast 
to the featureless backscattered electron image. In order to exclude the influence of self-
heating because of the bias current on the LTSEM imaging, one can estimate the self-heating 
of the bridge as I * V = 100 µA * 0.1V = 10 µW and the heat transfer of STO at 5 K of about 
10 W/mK . This induces temperature change of 1 mK which is much smaller than the electron 
beam induced temperature change of around 0.1 K.  
Table 7.1 Sample information and planes representing twin walls in tetragonal STO, and their 
intersection angles in the plane of the substrate surface. Note: ‘a’ represents Hall bar along 
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7.2 Experimental design and procedure 
7.2.1 Low-temperature Scanning Electron Microscopy  
LTSEM offers mapping of the local electric transport properties directly such as used recently 
to image the electric breakdown in V2O3 at the insulator-to-metal transition [134]. Mainly, 
LTSEM has been exploited in studies of the microscopic physics of vortices and 
supercurrents in superconducting thin films and Josephson junctions [133,135-137].  
LTSEM integrates SEM and cryostat filled with liquid helium or/and nitrogen. The electron 
beam of SEM is used as a perturbation source to locally heat the sample. The sample’s 
position could be recorded and modified by using program controlled pulleys. The position of 
the electron beam is modified by the SEM using high voltage manipulator and recorded by 
programs as well. The Hall bar of the sample could also be connected to multimeters. The 
system and the sample are usually cooled with liquid nitrogen and then followed by liquid 
helium. The temperature of the sample could also be changed by electrically heating to up to 
around 120 K, as well as room temperature by removing away liquid helium and nitrogen. 
The lowest measurable temperature could be ~4.5 K in our experiments. In our case, we use 
conducting samples and the voltages and currents could be recorded simultaneously by 
computer.  In the LTSEM method, local heating of a sample by a focused electron beam leads 
to local changes in resistance which are detected as small global changes of the voltage across 
a current-biased sample. A current is applied to the sample and the changes in voltage, which 
are somehow proportional to the changes in the local conductivity, are recorded using a lock-
in technique with beam blanking. The frequency of the electron beam is chosen as 6.995 kHz 
which is realized by a beam blanker. (see Figure 7.1) The energy of the electron beam of 
LTSEM was chosen to be 10 kV. The parameters such as frequency and voltage were chosen 





recorded (Figure 7.2). The resolution of LTSEM is limited to the hot spot size of the electron 
beam, which is about 1-2 μm. 
7.2.2 Low-temperature Scanning Laser Microscopy 
Low-temperature scanning laser microscopy (LTSLM) is similar to LTSEM, and the mainly 
difference is the heating beam changed to laser. The laser beam could also use polarized laser 
if necessary changes are made. In our work, we took several LTSLM images for sample #1 
and #11 to compare with the LTSEM results. 
7.2.3 Device preparation 
Conducting 2DEG samples of STO obtained by growing LAO thin film from 5 to 20 uc thick 
on STO substrates were used for the measurements. The sample preparation and fabrication 





 Torr at 750 °C. The STO substrates were TiO2-terminated as 
described in section 3.1.1. The Hall bars were patterned with photolithography to dimensions 
of 50 µm ×165 µm same as earlier sections. The samples information including thickness and 






Figure 7.1 Principle of LTSEM. (a) Physical principle of electron or laser beam changing the 
local physics properties of the sample. (b) Schematic show of the LTSEM imaging and 
influence of electron beam on the sample. (From Ref. [137]) 
 
 
Figure 7.2 LTSEM setup. (a) Test setup and image acquisition systems LTSEM shown 
schematically. (b) Sample load chabmer. (c) LTSEM setup and computer control system 
image. (d) Sectional view of the helium cryostat K2. (From Ref. [137]) 
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Figure 7.3 Influence of the frequency of the electron beam with low noise level on the 
acquisition quality of the LTSEM images.  
 
 
7.3 Optimum condition of LTSEM imaging of 2DEG samples on SrTiO3 
LTSEM is a direct imaging method by measuring the voltage signal generated in the 2DEG 
sample by electron beam. However, due to the penetration depth of electron beam varying 
from several microns to several hundred microns, the signal of the LTSEM measured strongly 
depends on the setup parameters which are crucial to the quality of the images. In fact, the 
quality of the images depends both on the electron beam parameters and beam scanning 
process. We perform various experiments to determine the optimum parameters such as the 
beam current, the bias current, the voltages, the frequency and the temperatures to achieve 
high quality of LTSEM images. 
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7.3.1 Electron beam parameter 
Important electron beam parameters include the beam frequency controlled by the beam 
blanker, the beam current, the acceleration voltage, the beam spot size, and the defocus 
distance. 
7.3.1.1 Signal formation mechanism and beam blanker frequency influence 
The frequency of the electron beam is a crucial parameter for LTSEM imaging. The 
frequency is controlled by the beam blanker. As electron beam hitting the samples and 
penetrating into the sample as deep as roughly 1-100 μm depending on the energy of the 
electron beam, the structure of the sample and the frequency controlled by the beam blanker, 
most of the thermal energy generated by the beam spreads into the substrate and the rest 
thermally heats the conducting 2DEG channel as shown in Figure 7.1(b). When the sample is 
exposed to the electron beam , the 2DEG is locally heated, and thus the resistance of the local 
area and the sample change leading to the observed voltage signal. The thermal perturbation 
energy on the electronic system 2DEG in LAO/STO could be modified by the frequency.  In 
Figure 7.3 we show frequency dependence of LTSEM images at 5 K. The left panel is 
backscattered electron images showing the surface and the structure of the microbridge, the 
middle panel is real part of the voltage signals and the right panel is for the imagine part of 
the voltage signal. Our dual phase  lock-in amplifier uses  two phase sensitive detectors (PSD) 
which are shifted by 90°. So one obtains two signals outputs:  X =Vsig*sin(θ) and Y= 
Vsig*cos(θ). These two quantities represent the signal as a vector relative to the lock-in 
reference oscillator. We call X real part and Y imaginary part. Usually we try to set Y = 0 by 
adjusting an additional internal phase. Then X measures the whole signal by itself. There is a 
relaxation time for the sample to recover after heated by the electron beam with dc bias 
current, and it is around 30 s to 1 min. We use low pass RC-filters for the leads with Crc = 0. 
01 µF at 4.2 K. There might be an additional Cparasitic << Crc of the system.  So the intrinsic 
time constant would be 2*10
-5





Figure 7.3, the quality of the LTSEM voltage signals is best at around 6.667 – 6.995 kHz. At 
lower frequency from 1 to 7 kHz, the real part of the voltage signals are quite similar and the 
quality is high, whereas the imagine part becomes better at higher frequency around 5-7 kHz. 
Increasing the frequency from 7 to 20 kHz, the quality of real part of voltage signals becomes 
bad and there is lot of noise, and the imagine part becomes illegibility.  
The basic understanding of the signal formation is that local heating by the electron beam 
induces a change in the local conductivity of the sample. The size of the electron beam is 
around 100 nm, and the locally heated area of STO is around 1-2 μm due to the diffusion and 
thermal heat transfer. So this would change the local resistance of the area, and thus the local 
conductivity. For fixed applied bias current, the voltage signal changes. By using lock in 
amplifier, one is able to measure the voltage signal. The voltage signal gives information of 
the local conductivity of the sample.  However, the calculated voltage signal based on the 
local heating mechanism is quite different from the measured value which hints that the real 
mechanism is not fully understood (see Figure 7.4).  
7.3.1.2 LTSEM resolution  
The resolution of the LTSEM voltage images is important for revealing the possible structures 
observed in 2DEG samples. Voltage signals are induced by the heating of electron beams, 
thus the resolution is limited by the resulting thermal spot size of the electron beam which is 
around 1 μm. The size of the electron beam is controlled by the SEM system by using 
acceleration voltage and magnetic focus system (see Figure 7.1(b)). Magnification of the 
voltage signal image could also influence the quality of the image and the detailed structure of 
the possible patterns observed in the LTSEM image. In Figure 7.5, we show the spatial 
resolution of the LTSEM voltage images. The experiment temperature is 5 K, and the 
frequency is 6.667 kHz. The magnification is 1000 in the upper panel. We could see the 
microbrige which is 165 μm long and 50 μm wide in the left. The middle panel has a 





bottom panel, we show LTSEM images with magnification of 10 000 which is almost at the 
limit of our system. The dark line gives the scale of 2.5 μm. One can find that the resolution 
of the system and the LTSEM voltage image is around 1-2 μm. This resolution is consistent to 
the size of electron beam which is close to 1 μm. 
7.3.1.3 Acceleration voltage and beam current 
As mentioned in the context above, the energy of the electron beam determines the 
penetration depth and voltage signals generated in the sample. The energy of the electron 
beam is determined mainly by two parameters, the acceleration voltage and the beam current. 
There are several voltages we use in the SEM, 5, 10 and 20 kV. The beam current could be 
varied in a large range instead. Figure 7.6 shows several LTSEM images with different beam 
current for fixed acceleration voltage at 5 kV. Figure 7.7 shows several LTSEM images with 
different beam current for fixed acceleration voltage at 10 kV. Figure 7.8 shows several 
LTSEM images with different beam current for fixed acceleration voltage at 20 kV. The 
influence of acceleration voltage on the acquisition quality of the images is much larger than 
the beam current. The best image is achieved with acceleration voltage 10 kV with beam 
current around 50 pA. In Figure 7.9, we show the three best images obtained for three 
accelerating voltages. It’s clear that the middle panel gives the best result showing stripe 
patterns in the voltage images.  
7.3.1.4 Defocus  
The electron beam defocus distance in SEM is an important parameter. Thus we perform 
defocus distance dependent measurements as shown in Figure 7.11. The results show that the 






Figure 7.4 Measured Resistance vs temperature and the comparison of measured and 
calculated voltage signal on sample 1. 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Influence of magnification on the acquisition quality of the LTSEM images. The 
image resolution is limited to the resulting thermal spot size of the electron beam spot, ~1-2 
μm. 
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Figure 7.6 Influence of electron beam current on the acquisition quality of the images with 
acceleration voltage 5 kV. x is the maximum LTSEM signal.  
 
Figure 7.7 Influence of electron beam current on the acquisition quality of the images with 
acceleration voltage 10 kV. Moderate current close to 50 pA gives best quality and contrast. 
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Figure 7.8 Influence of electron beam current on the acquisition quality of the images with 
acceleration voltage 20 kV. 
  
 
Figure 7.9 Influence of electron beam acceleration voltages on the acquisition quality of the 
images. Moderate voltage of 10 kV gives best quality and contrast.  
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7.3.2 Scanning and imaging process  
7.3.2.1 Noise level 
Besides the electron beam, the scanning and imaging process might also influence the quality 
of the LTSEM images. The quality of the LTSEM signals is thus related to the noise level of 
the data acquisition system. Indeed we use different reserve modes of the lock in which are 
called Low Noise, Normal Noise or High reserve. By using Low Noise the minimum 
available reserve is used, whereas as for High reserve the maximum available reserve at the 
present full scale sensitivity is selected. Normal Noise is between the max and min reserve. 
Figure 7.10 shows the influence of the low and high noise level on the acquisition quality of 
the LTSEM signals for 1 and 3 kHz. The left panel is backscattered electron images showing 
the surface and the structure of the microbridge, the middle panel is real part of the voltage 
signals and the right panel is the imagine part of the voltage signal. We could find that low 
noise level gives better images than high reserve and thus low noise level is chosen for all 
measurements except there is special notice.  
  
Figure 7.10 Influence of the noise level on the acquisition quality of the LTSEM images.  
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Figure 7.11 Influence of electron beam defocus distance on the acquisition quality of the 
LTSEM images. 
 
7.3.2.2 Scanning direction  
In order to confirm these patterns observed in Figure 7.3 to Figure 7.10 are not electron beam 
induced fake patterns, we scan the electron beam along x and y direction in two independent 
measurements which give same result as shown in Figure 7.12. This experiment convinces us 
that the patterns are stable and not induced or at least not affected by the scanning of the 
electron beam.  In the voltage images of Figure 7.12, we do observe some patterns which are 
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not visible in BSE images which we attribute to the electronic related structure in conducting 
STO. 
 
Figure 7.12 Influence of scanning direction on the acquisition quality of the LTSEM images. 
The upper images scan along x direction and the bottom one scan along y direction. 
 
 
Figure 7.13 Influence of scanning speed on the acquisition quality of the LTSEM images. 
The upper and the middle columns are fast scanning images and the bottom slow scanning 
images. The fast scanning speed is 15000 and the slow scanning speed is 45000.   
7.3.2.3 Scanning speed 
Further analysis on the influence of the scanning speed on the quality of the LTSEM images 
is shown in Figure 7.13.  Fast scanning speed and slow scanning speed show similar images 
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though the fast scanning takes only 1/3 of the time of the slow scanning. The cost of the fast 
scanning is much lower than slow scanning, thus all measurements will be shown are 
performed by fast scanning if there is no special notice.  
The value representing the scanning speed means a relative quantity of scanning time taken 
for each pixel. 45000 means 11.25 milliseconds per pixel, whereas 15000 means 3.75 ms per 
pixel. We have 512×512 pixels for a whole image which results in 50 minutes for one image 
at 45000, and 16 min for 15000, respectively. As the lock-in integration time is 1 ms, and 
blanking is 6.6 kHz, we have lock in averaging of around 6.6. As the beam rests for 11.25 ms 
on a single pixel and signal is averaged, scan speed is much slower than intrinsic time 
constants. 
 
Figure 7.14 Influence of sample bias current on the patterns and the acquisition quality of the 
LTSEM images. The bias current is 100 and 0 μA for upper and bottom column respectively.  
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Figure 7.15 Influence of sample bias current on the patterns. The bias current increases from 
0 to 60 μA from top to bottom.  
 
 
Figure 7.16 Influence of sample bias current on the quality of the images. The bias current 
increases from 60 to 200 μA from top to bottom except one column with current -100 μA for 
comparison.  
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Figure 7.17 Influence of sample bias current on the quality of the images and creating of new 
patterns. The bias current increases from 0 to 500 μA from top to bottom. 
 
Figure 7.18 Influence of large sample bias current on the patterns. The bias current are 700 to 
1000 μA respectively. The bottom column shows opposite voltage signals with current -1000 
μA. 
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Figure 7.19 Influence of sample bias current on the voltage signal intensity. x represents the 
intensity of LTSEM voltage signal. 
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7.3.3 Sample bias current 
We show the patterns observed in LTSEM voltage images in Figure 7.14. Interestingly, 
patterns are observed for both zero and nonzero bias current while they are slightly different. 
The bias current is the current applied through the sample along the Hall bar leads.  Zero bias 
means we do not apply any current through the sample when we do the imaging. The signal is 
quite weak for zero bias and it becomes much stronger for nonzero bias. In fact, the voltage 
signal observed for zero bias current is not clear. One possibility is that this observation can 
be related to the still open signal generation mechanism such as excitations (e-h pairs) or 
induced change of carrier density in the sample. Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16 show bias 
current dependent patterns. One could find that the contrast of the images become better for 
large current at 200 μA. Further increasing the bias current gives essentially new observations 
as shown in Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18. Figure 7.19 shows the intensity of the voltage 
signals depending on the sample bias current. Figure 7.20 gives a comparison of voltage 
images for +100 and -100 μA current. We could see that new stripe lines appearing for large 
currents. In fact, these are related to field-induced twin walls which we will discuss in later 
sections in this chapter. The patterns observed with zero bias current would be something 
much more interesting. One possible example is the observed standing wave patterns in Au 
surface by using STM. 
7.3.4 Summary 
Based on experiments and discussions in above sections, the optimum parameters have been 
obtained, which give high quality and contrast LTSEM voltage images. The frequency is ~ 
6.775 kHz, the acceleration voltage is 10 kV, and the noise level should be low. Of course, 
the temperature and the bias current also affect the result even though they might be related to 
the electronic properties of the samples such as thermal effect and conductivity. In following 






7.4 Imaging tetragonal domains and twin walls in (001)-orientated SrTiO3 
7.4.1 Tetragonal domains and twin walls in (001) plane 
STO is cubic at high temperature. A ferroelastic transition from a cubic to a tetragonal 
structure occurs at ~ 105 K. In tetragonal structure, the lattice constant is a = b ≠ c. Due to the 
slight lattice constant difference between a and c, which is │a/c – 1│ less than 10-6, any one 
of three the lattice axes of cubic STO could become the c axis in tetragonal structure. The 
minimum energy principle requires that those unit cells with same structure gathering 
together which form a tetragonal domain. Thus there are three kinds of tetragonal domains in 
STO, X, Y and Z for tetragonal c axis along [001], [010] and [100]. The domain boundary 
between two tetragonal domains is along the diagonal plane of cubic unit, namely along 
<110>P planes shown in Figure 7.21. In (001) plane, the tetragonal domain boundary 
intersects at [100], [010] and [110] or [  ̅ ]. Due to similar structure, the tetragonal domains 
are also called tetragonal twins; their walls are also called twin walls. 
In 2DEG in LAO/STO systems, there are free mobile electrons. The conductivity of twin 
walls could be high and they could also have higher conductivity than tetragonal domain 






Figure 7.21 Tetragonal unit cell structure and tetragonal domain boundary in STO. (a) Tiling 
rules of tetragonal domains in STO: the three possible domains are labelled X;Y and Z 
according to the orientation of their long axis (c axis). (b) To minimize dislocations, 
intersections of tetragonal domains of different orientations must share their short axis (a 
axis), forming twin boundaries with well-defined angles. (From Ref. [48]) 
 
Figure 7.22 shows scattered and backscattered electron images taken for LAO/STO sample #1. 
The scattered electron image is dark while the backscattered electron image is bright. The 
conducting area is bright instead of dark insulating area. A typical transport data is shown in 
Figure 7.23 of sample #1. Figure 7.23(a) shows sheet resistance vs temperature and (b) shows 
IV curves for sample before and after turning on the electron beam. It clearly shows the 
resistance of the sample changes after shooting the electron beam on. Thermal cycling at 305 
K recovers the IV curve exactly back to the initial state. The reason for thermal cycling to 
high temperature is that there are memory effects in STO after applying electric field. The 
experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 7.24, together with a backscattered electron surface 
image and a LTSEM ∆V-map of the STO (001) sample #1 at 5 K. Clear stripe-like patterns 







to the featureless backscattered electron image. In Figure 7.25, we show a set of LTSEM 
images measured at 5 K. Figure 7.25(a) is backscattered electron image showing the 
microbridge, and (b) and (c) shows the real and imagine part of LTSEM voltage signals 
measured for the sample in (a). As there is a phase shift in multimeters, we usually have a 
complex voltage and thus there are real and imagine parts. The amplitude of the complex 
voltage is same for real and imagine part, thus usually one can compare the real part to get the 
information. 
Figure 7.26 shows the tetragonal twin walls in STO. Figure 7.26(a) and (b) are the patterns 
observed in STO(001). They are along [010], [100], [  ̅ ] and [110]. Figure 7.26(c) and (d) 
are the patterns observed in STO(110). In Figure 7.26(e) we show the three kinds of 
tetragonal domains and their domain walls in Figure 7.26(f). The twin walls form patterns as 
shown in the (001) plane of Figure 7.26(f).  
We have different samples with different thickness and growth parameters. Sample #5, #6, #7 
and #11 are all LAO/STO(001). In the following, we show LTSEM images on these samples 
in Figure 7.27 to Figure 7.31. Figure 7.27 shows LTSEM images on sample #5 which is 5 uc 
LAO/STO(001) grown at 2×10
-3
 Torr with different current bias. These patterns might be 
induced by defects. Sample #6 and #7 are 10 and 20 uc LAO/STO grown with sample 
condition with sample #5. The LTSEM images of sample #6 are shown in Figure 7.28. 
Patterns observed in this sample are mainly stripes along [100]. Figure 7.29 shows LTSEM 
maps of sample #7. The sample #11 is 10 uc LAO/STO grown at 10
-4
 Torr. The LTSEM 
images of different microbridges of sample #11 are shown in Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31. 
Stripe patterns along [100], [010], [110] and [  ̅ ] are observed, which correspond to twin 
walls between X and Z, Y and Z, X and Y respectively. In order to check the LTSEM images 
and confirm those patterns observed are not SEM induced fake structures, Low Temperature 






Figure 7.22 SE and BSE images of the sample. (a) Scattered electron (SE) image; (b) Back-
scattered electron (BSE) image; (c) and (d) BSE images with different contrast and scale. 
 
 
Figure 7.23 Transport properties of sample #1. (a) Resistance vs temperature; inset: 
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Figure 7.24 LTSEM imaging of a conducting 2DEG STO microbridge. (a) Illustration of the 
measurement set-up. An electron beam is scanned across the surface of a back- or side-gated 
LAO/STO sample. The electron beam is chopped by a beam blanker while the electron-beam-
induced change ∆V in voltage V across the sample (biased at current I) is detected via lock-in 
technique. (b) Back-scattered electron (BSE) image and (c) LTSEM voltage image, measured 
at 5 K (I = 100 µA) on a STO(001) sample #1. Clear stripes show up in the voltage signal but 
not in the BSE signal. The image is slightly tilted by an angle φt due to a thermal drift which 
occurred after initial cool down of the cryostage. In the analysis, the LTSEM maps are 
corrected for this tilt. 
 
 
Figure 7.25 LTSEM signal of a microbridge with leads. (a) Back-scattered electron (BSE) 
image; (b) LTSEM real voltage signal, measured at 5 K (I = 100 µA) on a STO(001) sample 
#1. (c) LTSEM imagine voltage signal. The scale bar gives the value of the signal. 
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STO(001) #1, T = 5 K













Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33 show LTSEM images of the first bridge sample #11. We could 
find that all three kinds of twin walls exist. It also indicates that twin walls exactly along the 
current direction are not easy to be observed in LTSEM images since the voltage signal is too 
weak to detect though we’ve observed some twin walls along current direction such as in 
sample #11. 
As we mentioned earlier, the patterns observed in LTSEM voltage images might be titled 
from their original shapes due to the tilt of electron beams. One example is shown in Figure 
7.34. The leads of the microbridge are orthogonal with the bar. In LTSEM backscattered 
images, the lead might have an angle of θ. The pattern has an observed angle of α and we 
define its original angle η. In order to calibrate α, namely to calculate η, we use following 
equation, 
        (
 
    
       
)         (
 
             
)           Equation (7-1) 
where (x, y) is any one position on the pattern marked with yellow in Figure 7.34. Angles 






Figure 7.26 LTSEM maps of different STO samples showing different patterns of twin walls. 
a and b are for LAO/STO(001); c and d are for LAO/STO(110). (a) 0◦ (along [100]) and 90◦ 
(along [010]) patterns in sample #1. (b) 0◦ (along [100]) and 45◦ (along [110]) patterns in 
sample #11. (c) 55◦, 125◦ patterns in sample #8a. (d) 55◦, 125◦ patterns in sample #10a. (e) 
Three kinds of tetragonal domains in STO: X, Y and Z have their c axis along [100], [010] 
and [001], respectively. Twin boundaries form in planes where the domains share the a-axis. 
(f) A 3D schematic of different twins and their walls in a cubic coordinate system. In the (001) 
plane, X and Y form a twin wall at 45◦ with respect to the [010] direction; X and Z form a 
twin wall along the [010] direction. Z and Y form a twin wall at 90◦ to the [010] direction. (g) 
Cross section of twins in the (110) plane. The angle of the twin wall between Z and X (Y) is 
either 55◦ (125◦) or 145◦ (35◦) in the (110) plane. The twin wall between X and Y has an 


















Figure 7.27 LTSEM maps for sample #5 (5 uc LAO/STO(001) grown at 2×10
-3
 Torr).  
 
 
Figure 7.28 LTSEM maps for sample #6 (10 uc LAO/STO(001) grown at 2×10
-3
 Torr).  
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Figure 7.29 LTSEM maps for sample #7 (20 uc LAO/STO(001) grown at 2×10
-3
 Torr).  
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Figure 7.31 LTSEM maps for second bridge of sample #11 (10 uc LAO/STO(001) grown at 
10
-4




Figure 7.32 Low temperature Laser Microscopy maps for first microbridge of sample #11 (10 



















Figure 7.33 Low temperature Laser Microscopy maps for first microbridge of sample #11. (a) 
Map of 10μm×10μm area with microbirdge bar and lead. (b) Enlarged map of lead. 
 
 
Figure 7.34 Calibration of the angle of the pattern. θ is angle of the bar which is supposed to 
be 90 degree. α is the measured angle of the pattern. (x, y) is any point on the pattern which 
gives angle α. (a) BSE image of the second microbridge of sample #11. (b) LTSEM image of 













Figure 7.35 Evolution of LTSEM maps with temperature. (a) The ∆V signal (with I = 100 µA) 
for sample #1 disappears near 105 K and the maximum  intensity  ∆Vmax of the bright stripes 




Figure 7.36 Electric field effect on the tetragonal twin walls in STO. (a-d) Negative back gate 
voltages from 0 to -157 V. (e-h) Negative side gate voltages from 0 to -150 V. (i-k) Positive 
side gate voltages from 0 to 200 V. (l) Voltage signal at 0 V after thermal cycling to 120 K. 
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Figure 7.37 Creation of ferroelectric twin walls in STO (001) by an applied electric field. 
Schematics show (a), the side gate and (b), back gate configurations. (c) LTSEM ∆V-images 
for different side gate voltages from 0 V to -200 V at 5 K. Many narrow twin walls are 
created, and they do not disappear after switching off the gate voltage, or by thermal cycling 
up to 100 K, although most of the twin walls disappear after cycling to 300 K. The 
experimental sequence is the vertical order of the maps. (d) LTSEM ∆V-images for different 
back gate voltages from 0 to -210 V. The twin walls created by the negative gate voltage do 
not disappear after applying a positive gate voltage Vbg = +210 V; they also persist upon 












after thermal cycling T = 300 K
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Figure 7.38 Electric field dependent twin wall number in STO.  Note the twin wall number 
shown in field-induced twin wall. The intersection is about 1.5 kV/cm showing the threshold 




Figure 7.39 Sketch of the polarization loop covered by the electric field effect experiments. 
Left: side gate; Right: back gate. 
 
 
7.4.2 Temperature dependent transitions 
Figure 7.35 shows the evolution of the LTSEM ∆V-maps with increasing temperature for the 
sample #1. The contrast decreases with increasing temperature, and it disappears above 105 K 
(Figure 7.35(b)). The persistent signal above 105 K may be due to a conducting footprint of 
oxygen vacancies left after the wall has gone [138]. In Figure 7.35(c), which includes the 


































leads, we see stripes which are along either [100] or [010]. These observations clearly 
indicate that the observed stripes are associated with ferroelastic twin walls in tetragonal STO 
below the cubic-tetragonal transition temperature. However, there are some memory effects 
due to the defects sitting in the location of twin boundaries and thus some signals still could 
be observed near 105 K. 
7.4.3 Electric field induced ferroelectric twin walls 
Electric field is a very useful method to explore both new physics and possible electronics and 
storage application devices. 2DEG can be easily tuned and affected by the gating and STO 
could be made ferroelectric by applying a large electric field. Thus we perform electric effect 
measurements on our sample shown in Figure 7.36 and Figure 7.37 to investigate the 
ferroelectric properties of the observed twin walls by applying electric field to the samples 
using side gate (Figure 7.37(a)) or back gate (Figure 7.37(b)). The threshold of about 1.5 
kV/cm for the appearance of ferroelectricity in STO [42,43] corresponds to a side gate voltage 
of 23 V or a back gate voltage of 70 V in our samples. The distance to the edge of the side 
gate electrode is 165 μm, and that to the back gate electrode is 500 μm; thus the electric field 
of the back gate is almost one third of that of the side gate for the same voltage. Figure 7.37(c) 
shows a sequence of LTSEM maps at different side gate voltages from 0 to -200 V at 5 K. 
With a -200 V gate field, many narrow twin walls are created, and they remain after switching 
off the gate voltage, even after thermal cycling to 80-100 K for 12 hours. Most of the twin 
walls, however, disappear after thermal cycling to 300 K. Figure 7.37(d) shows LTSEM 
voltage maps at different back gate voltage from 0 to -210 V at 5 K. The results are similar to 
those for the side gate. Here, we also show that applying a positive gate voltage does not erase 
the twin walls, which have been induced by a negative gate voltage. The field effects of both 
side and back gates are plotted together in Figure 7.38 showing the field dependent field-
induced twin wall numbers for both the side gate and back gate cases. Clearly the slope of the 





This strongly indicates that the electric field induced twin walls above the threshold are 
ferroelectric. However, we do not observe a ferroelectric hysteresis loop when we reverse the 
gate voltage from -200 V to 200 V for side gate, or from -210 V to 210 V for back gate. This 
might be explained by the low applied field (maximum field ~ 10 kV/cm) possible in the 
system, which do not allow scanning a full loop as shown in a schematic picture in Figure 
7.39. Left panel of Figure 7.39 shows a scheme of electric field effect induced ferroelectric 
polarization in side gate case and right panel for back gate. 
As the 2DEG system is metallic, and the voltage change ∆V (Figure 7.37) is monitored at 
constant current, the brighter regions correspond to areas where -dσ/dT is higher than average. 
This we think occurs in the vicinity of conducting twin walls (Figure 7.35) [47,65,66]. 
However, when the walls become ferroelectrically polarized, the situation is different, as 
shown in Figure 7.37(c,d).  
There is evidence that the twin walls in STO are conducting and polar [60-62]. Normally 
some segments of a polar wall will have dipole moments pointing in different directions 
within the plane, some along the direction of the apices of the TiO6 octahedra in the twin wall, 
and others in the opposite direction [62]. Zykova-Timan and Salje recently simulated 
polarization singularities (vortices) inside the polar STO twin walls, and verified that an in-
plane electric field can stabilize one of these polarizations [62]. The polarity of the domain 
walls is enhanced by applying an electric field parallel to the plane of the twin wall, which 
aligns the polar clusters within the twin wall and induces ferroelectricity. Previously, 
Hemberger et al. [42] reported that the heat capacity of STO under an electric field has an 
additional contribution from excitations of unknown origin which might be related to field-
induced polarization and ferroelectricity, and this additional contribution dominates in the 
range 2 K < T < 10 K. We interpret the bright lines in the images of Figure 7.36(c) as the twin 
walls (they are most conducting), while the dark yellow stripes are the domains between walls 





only within the walls, since the size of the domains between twin walls does not increase 
when we increase the gate voltage. According to Ref. [41], the applied electric field changes 
the distribution of X, Y, Z domains. With larger electric field, we see that more ferroelectric 
twin walls appear to balance the external electric field.  
The reason for the appearance of multiple ferroelectric twin walls rather than a bulk 
ferroelectric state may be understood by considering the depolarizing electric field Ed,  
                  〈 〉           Equation (7-2) 
where 〈P〉 is the average polarization, P is the electric polarization of a domain wall, t is the 
wall thickness and n is the number of walls per metre. When the polarization is stable, the net 
electric field in STO,     is zero. The slope of Figure 7.38 gives E/n = - Ed/n ~ 6.0 V. 
Hence, Pt = 6.0 × ɛ0 Assuming an effective wall thickness of 1 nm, we deduce a polarization 
of 0.05 Cm
-2
, which is a reasonable value for a ferroelectric film. A lower polarization will 
give a larger thickness. 
Normally, the lowest energy state of the ferroelectric twin wall might be expected to be a 
single domain; however, the charges associated with the polarization of a ferroelectric sheet 
create a depolarizing field. The energy is minimized by forming alternating +P and -P stripes 
in the wall. This has a limit, however, because each stripe costs strain energy at its Bloch line 
walls. The resulting balance results in a stripe width related to the polarization [140,141]. 
Hence, one can expect to produce domain walls by applying an electric field to a material 
with polar ferroelastic walls. They may also become electrically conducting due to the charge 
injected into them from the gate [65]. Though a transition to an orthorhombic ferroelectric 
phase of STO has been deduced from analysis of neutron diffraction superlattice reflections 
under applied field or strain [41], to the best of our knowledge, this is the first direct 






If the sample is uniform along the perpendicular direction of the bias current for sample with 
vertical domain walls, the dark area is more insulating, otherwise, dark area only represents 
the derivation of the conductivity over temperature which is close to zero. Since we have 
confirmed that the stripe patterns are twin walls, we can confirm that the bright lines are twin 
walls and they give positive signals as they are more conducting. Thus we can conclude the 
dark area is high resistive when we apply large negative gate voltage such as -150 V 
according to our work in bilayer 2DEGs. On either side of the wall there is a dark band which 
is insulating, like the surrounding background. It appears that the 2DEG is depleted for some 
distance when the wall becomes ferroelectric forming Schottky-like barrier between the 
conducting twin walls or conducting 2DEG matrix and the depleted STO. When the 2DEG is 
depleted with large negative gate voltages, the sample becomes highly resistive or even 
semiconducting. The memory effect makes the 2DEG doesn’t go back to the initial state if we 
decrease the gate voltage, thus we need thermal cycling to reset the sample to the initial state. 
7.4.4 Discussions and summary 
It was reported that the applied electric field E splits the low-frequency soft modes in STO at 
low temperatures, such that the response from the lowest branch becomes more important and 
dominating [63]. Note, however, that the soft modes of A1g+Eg symmetry associated with the 
octahedral twist at the 105 K phase transition will couple strongly with the soft modes of 
A2u+Eu symmetry associated with the ferroelectric instability. In the presence of an external 
field these symmetries become A1+A2+B depending upon the direction of applied field. We 
suggest that the splitting of soft modes actually relates to the ferroelastic twins and the field-
induced ferroelectric walls which we measure. 
Coupling between various properties in twin boundaries is easier than in the domains. The 




 in the relevant Hamiltonian 
(where Q is understood as an order parameter, which is constant at least over several unit cells) 









coupling Hamiltonian, then could there be coupling between two different phenomena. More 
coupling phenomena could occur at twin boundaries, such as gradient coupling due to the 
local change of the order parameter near twin boundaries. Strong coupling such as seen in 
flexoelasticity of the type Q1∇Q2 for each order parameter opens the door for a multitude of 
novel effects that contain unknown structural or physical states on a length scale of the 
thickness of twin boundaries, say, 1~2 nm. The same terms apply when we consider 
conducting twin walls that can play the role of electric wiring in devices. By using 2DEG 
sample built on LAO/STO which has been shown to be superconducting below 300 mK 
[11,31], ferromagnetic even at room temperature [10,73], ferroelastic below 105 K, combined 
with the electric field-induced ferroelectric high density twin walls at 5 K demonstrated in 
this work, one is able to build memory devices by using multiferroic twin walls in STO at low 
temperature, which we call STO-based ‘Domain Boundary Engineering’. In future, possible 
coupling mechanisms among these intriguing properties, such as superconductivity, 
ferromagnetism, ferroelastic and field-induced ferroelectricity would be important to explore, 
especially in two dimensions. Writing and erasing of domain walls by using electron beams 
have been tried, but until now we have not succeeded. Possible reason could be the energy of 
the electron beam is too low since we used maximum 2 nA and 30 kV in our experiments.  
7.5 Imaging tetragonal domains and twin walls in (110)-orientated SrTiO3 
7.5.1 Tetragonal domains and twin walls in (110) plane 
A remarkable observation are the complex patterns of twin walls that appear in (110)-oriented 
STO samples, some of which are shown in Figure 7.40 to Figure 7.43, as well as Figure 
7.26(c) and (d). Figure 7.40 shows LTSEM images of microbridge along [001] of sample #8 
noted as sample #8a which is 5 uc LAO on STO(110) grown with oxygen partial pressure of 
2×10
-3
 Torr. The measurements were done at around 5 K. We could see that complex patterns 





sample #8b are shown in Figure 7.41. One could find that the patterns are quite different for 
two directions. Figure 7.42 and Figure 7.43 show LTSEM images of sample #10 which is 10 
uc LAO on STO (110) for microbridges along [001] and [  ̅ ] respectively. Similar complex 
patterns are also observed in sample #10. a represents [001] and b represents [  ̅ ]. We show 
detailed LTSEM images with 3000 magnification for sample 10a. One could see that there are 
different kinds of patterns with different angles.  
 
Figure 7.40 LTSEM images of microbridge along [001] in sample #8 at 5.4 K. Top: 0 μA 
bias current imaging; Bottom: -100 μA bias current imaging. 
 













Figure 7.41 LTSEM images of microbridge along [  ̅ ] in sample #8 at 5.4 K. Top: 100 μA 
bias current imaging; Bottom: 0 μA bias current imaging. 
 
 
Figure 7.42 LTSEM images of microbridge along [001] in sample #10 at 5.4 K. Top: 100 μA 
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Figure 7.43 LTSEM images of microbridge along [001] in sample #10 at 5.4 K. Top: 0 μA 
bias current imaging; Bottom: 100 μA bias current imaging. 
 
 
Figure 7.44 Tetragonal twin walls and <111>P patterns observed in different STO(110) 
samples at about 5 K. (a) 55°, 125°, 135° ([  ̅ ̅]) patterns in sample #8a. (b) 45° ([  ̅ ]), 55°, 
125
◦
 patterns in sample #8a
*
. (c) 90° ([001]) pattern in sample #8b. (d) 45° ([  ̅ ]) and 90° 
([001]) patterns in sample #10b1. (e) 55°, 125°, 135° ([  ̅ ̅]) patterns in sample #10a. (f) 90° 
([001]) and 145° patterns in sample #10b2. Patterns are marked with colored lines and the 
number of angle or the direction of the pattern is also noted when the pattern first time shows 
up. 
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Figure 7.45 Tetragonal twin walls with angle of 35° 45°, 135°, 155° observed for 
microbridges along [  ̅ ] in LAO/STO(110). (a) Sample #8. (b) Sample #10. 
 
 

















































































7.5.2 Intersection of twin walls with (110) plane 
Tetragonal twins are denoted as X [100], Y [010] and Z [001], based on the c-axis direction in 
the original cubic cell. A twin wall forms when adjacent domains share an a-axis [24]. 
Although the c-axes are always orthogonal, the twin boundaries can intersect at different 
angles in the (001) or (110) plane of the STO surface as shown in Figure 7.26(f) and (g). 
Figure 7.44 and Figure 7.45 show the measured angles for different patterns observed on (110) 
plane. We could find that all these patterns persist well defined angles. One thing interesting 
is patterns appearing in Figure 7.45 which are not visible in gray scale images in Figure 7.44. 
In order to examine the angles of these patterns and compare these observed angles with 
intersection angles of tetragonal twin walls on STO(110), we measured these observed angles 
after calibrating it with tilt of electron beam, which is described in equation (7-1) and Figure 
7.34. Figure 7.26(g) showed intersection of tetragonal twin walls on (110) plane. Detailed 
calculation method is shown in the following in Figure 7.46, Figure 7.47 and Figure 7.48. The 
left and right part shows possible arrangement of different tetragonal domains such as Y/Z 
and Z/Y respectively in Figure 7.46. The top is 3D scheme and the bottom is their intersection 
in (110) plane. The calculated angles and those observed in the various samples are listed in 
Table 7.1. In Figure 7.26(a) and (b), the twin walls are along [100], [010] or [110], which 






, respectively, in the (001) plane. In Figure 7.26(c) and 








, as shown in Table. 1 (see 
Figure 7.26(f) and (g)). In the (001) plane, X and Y form twin walls that intersect at 45
◦ 
to [010] 
(Figure 7.46); Y and Z intersect at 90
◦
 (Figure 7.47); Z and X intersect at 0
◦
 (Figure 7.46), as 
shown in Figure 7.26(f). In Figure 7.26(g), we find that the angle of the twin wall between Z 








) in the (110) plane. The twin wall between X and Y 
has an intersection along [001] in the (110) plane. These are exactly what we’ve observed, as 
shown in Figure 7.44 and Figure 7.45, as well as summarized in Table 7.1. Thus we conclude, 





the twin boundaries between different tetragonal domains. Our results are consistent with 
those in Ref. [47,48,142]. 
7.5.3 Temperature dependent transitions 
Temperature evolution of tetragonal domains and phase transitions in STO(110) in sample 
#8a was shown in Figure 7.49. Tetragonal domains and twin walls show up below 105 K as 
the cubic-tetragonal structure transition occurs. The conductivity of domains and twin walls 
are different and thus they are observable in LTSEM mapping with electrical imaging as 
shown in Figure 7.43 and Figure 7.44. The contrast in LTSEM mapping decreases with 
increasing temperature, and it disappears near 105 K shown in Figure 7.49(a). This 
temperature dependent result is consistent to the cubic-tetragonal ferroelastic transition in 
STO. Another phase transition occurs at around 30 K shown in Figure 7.49(b). Single 
tetragonal domains split into multi-domains gradually when temperature decreases from 20 K 
to 5 K shown in Figure 7.50. This phase transition is second order. We could find that 
patterns at around 20 K are monodomains whereas they evolve into multidomains at lower 
temperatures. This might hint STO(110) is intrinsic ferroelectric instead of quantum 







Figure 7.49 Temperature evolution of tetragonal domains and phase transitions in STO(110) 
in sample #8a. (a) Tetragonal domains and twin walls show up below 100 K. (b) Single 






















Figure 7.50 Second order phase transition at 30 K observed in sample #8a. 
 
7.5.4 Electric field effect  
It has been found that electric field above threshold could induce extra twin walls in STO(001) 
as shown in Figure 7.36 and Figure 7.37. Those field induced walls have been attributed to 
ferroelectric twin walls. We perform electric field effect measurement on STO(110) samples. 
Figure 7.51 shows different back gate field effect measurements at different conditions on 
sample #8a. Surprisingly, no extra wall is induced by electric field. Sometimes, there are still 
some new walls observed. However, they could be easily erased by a positive back gate 
voltage or thermal cycling even below 105 K. Figure 7.52 shows electric field tuning of the 
conductivity of the 2DEG and the field effect on twin walls in STO(110). Figure 7.52(a) 
illustrates the back gate scheme for STO (110). In Figure 7.52(b) the back gate voltage 









By applying larger negative gate voltages, the number and length of the conducting twin walls 
decreases. After applying +200 V gate, followed by a thermal cycling at 100 K, the twin 
boundaries start to recover again. However, there is a memory effect which might be due to a 
residual electric field within STO. In order to understand this populating and depopulating of 
the twin walls, a schematic band diagram is given in Figure 7.52(c). Twin walls are 
represented by narrow bands which act as potential traps. The conductivity of STO is mainly 
due to Ti t2g states. Colored narrow bands are for states associated with the twin walls. Wall 
states are only observable when the Fermi level crosses the wall states band, so that they are 
neither all empty nor all full. By applying negative voltages, say -200 V, some of wall states 
become empty, thus are depopulated and disappear. By applying positive voltages, say +200 
V, some of wall states again become partially filled, thus they are populated and appear. 
Nevertheless, the Fermi level might change after applying gate voltages. The green and the 
cyan lines represent the Fermi level of +200 V back gate in the middle panel and -200 V back 
gate in the right panel in Figure 7.52(c). Only the partly occupied states are visible, as they 
are electrically conducting. 
A side/back electric field applied creates ferroelectric twin walls as demonstrated in section 
7.4. However, an electric field along [110] in samples #8 and #10 produces a very different 
effect as shown in Figure 7.52. No extra twin boundary has been generated in STO(110) by 
applying a field E along [110]. Because the ferroelectric polarization P at low temperatures 
lies in the plane of the domain walls or at most slightly out-of-plane (triclinic distortion 
arising from Sr-ion displacements along [111]), the [110] data are expected to be different 
[60,61,143]. The [110] direction is not an allowed symmetry direction for P in the absence 
of a field. A field applied along [110] is necessarily a symmetry-breaking morphic 
perturbation, whereas one along [100] or [001] is not -- it induces a net P without a change 
in symmetry. In the language of phase transitions, E along [110] is a ‘conjugate field’ whereas 





conjugate) involves a Lifshitz point. Lifshitz multicritical points are special points in the 
parameter space of thermodynamic or other systems with a continuous phase transition. At 
least two thermodynamic or other parameters must be adjusted to reach a multicritical point. 
At a multicritical point the system belongs to a universality class different from the "normal" 
universality class. For a detailed discussion of this point, see work on NaNO2 and its phase 
diagram by Cummins et al. [144]. 
 



















































Figure 7.52 Electric field tuning of the conductivity of the 2DEG and the field effect on twin 
walls on STO(110). (a) Schematic configuration of back gate applied along [110] in 
STO(110). (b) An electric band diagram to explain the population and depopulation of twin 
boundaries by the electric field. The conductivity of STO is due to occupancy of the Ti t2g 
states. Colored narrow bands are for the wall states which are only observable when the Fermi 
level crosses the wall states band, and they are partially occupied. Under large negative gate 
voltages, some of wall states become depopulated and are become invisible. By applying 
large positive voltages, some of wall states again become partially populated and visible, or 
totally filled and invisible. However, there is a memory effect in STO, so the images are not 
completely reversible. (c) Back gate voltage dependence and thermal evolution of the LTSEM 
images of sample #8a. By increasing the negative gate voltages, the numbers of visible twin 
boundaries decreases. After cycling to +200 V and back to 0 V, followed by a thermal cycling 
at 100 K, the twin boundaries reappear. There is a history/memory effect which might be due 













































7.6 Phase transitions in SrTiO3 
7.6.1 Cubic-tetragonal transition at 105 K  
Temperature evolution of tetragonal domains and phase transitions in STO(001) in sample #1 
is shown in Figure 7.35, and that of STO(110) in sample #8a is shown in Figure 7.49(a). 
Tetragonal domains and twin walls show up below 105 K as the cubic-tetragonal structure 
transition occurs, especially the conductivity of twin walls is much higher than domains. The 
conductivity of domains and twin walls are different and they are observable in LTSEM 
mapping with electrical imaging. Ferroelastic phase transition at around 105 K was observed 
in both (001)- and (110)-orientated STO as already discussed in section 7.4.2 and 7.5.3.  
7.6.2 Second order phase transition observed on STO(110)  
As discussed in section 7.5.3, a second order phase transition occurs at below 30 K as shown 
in Figure 7.49(b) and Figure 7.50. Single tetragonal domains split into multi-domains 
gradually when temperature decreases from 20 K to 5 K shown in Figure 7.50. This second 
order phase transition might be related to the paraelectric to ferroelectric phase transition in 
STO(110) which is not the case in STO(001). Quantum paraelectric in STO(001) suppresses 
the ferroelectric ordering. Due to the structure and surface condition different in STO(110), 
there might be ferroelectric phase ordering when temperature decreases to below 30 K, where 
the structure of STO might be orthorhombic. Figure 7.53 summarize observations of stripe 
mono-domains and multidomains in different samples with different conditions. Figure 7.54 
shows temperature dependent LTSEM intensity of LAO/STO(110) sample of #8a2. One 
could find that there are two different transitions. At around 105 K, the cubic to tetragonal 
transition in STO could be observed as shown in Figure 7.54(b). In Figure 7.54(a) we also 











Figure 7.54 Temperature dependent LTSEM voltage signal intensity for LAO/STO(110) 
sample #8a2. (a) LTSEM intensity below 20 K for two signals. Orange is for the twin wall 
appears below 20 K shown in Figure 7.51 and Figure 7.53. Magenta is for maximum 


















































7.7 Other patterns observed in SrTiO3 
One very interesting observation we have in Figure 7.44 and Figure 7.45 is    ̅    and    ̅ ̅   
patterns observed in STO(110) samples. Patterns with an angle of 45° (   ̅   ) and 135° 
([   ̅ ̅ ) are observed in sample #8a, #8b, #10a and #10b. We only observe these <111>P 
patterns on STO(110) samples. The patterns along    ̅  and    ̅ ̅  might be related to A-site 
(Sr) cluster distortions along [111] and the consequent symmetry lowering [60,146]. This 
symmetry lowering creates conducting walls along <111>P, thus one can observe them in 
(110) planes. 
Other patterns such as points and dots which are might be due to defect were also observed 
shown in Figure 7.55. 
 
Figure 7.55 Defect induced patterns observed in sample #2 and sample #5. 
 
7.8 Summary and discussions 
Using a direct mapping method, low-temperature scanning electron microscopy (LTSEM) 
with electrical mapping, we image tetragonal twin walls in conducting STO as a function of 
temperature and gate bias. The twin walls are observed below 105 K, and new twin patterns 
appear after thermal cycling through the transition or on electric field gating. The nature of 









orientations. Many twin walls are formed when a large side or back gate voltage is applied, 
and they are attributed to field-induced ferroelectric twin walls in the paraelectric tetragonal 
matrix. They persist after switching off the electric field and on thermal cycling below 105 K. 
These field-induced ferroelectric twin walls and the possible coexistence of ferromagnetism 
in this (super-)conducting STO pave a way to STO-based interfacial multiferroic engineering 
and high density multiferroic memory devices. The electric field along [110] instead doesn’t 
generate or induce ferroelectric twin walls as the symmetry constraint on the polarization of 
twin walls. Different phase transitions and different patterns were observed in STO. 
Our work shows that electric field induces ferroelectric twin walls in STO(001), and electric 
field along [110] instead does not create ferroelectric twin walls in STO(110). Electric field 
along [110] is a ‘conjugate field’ and it could not induce a net polarization without a change 
in symmetry. We also observed patterns along    ̅   and    ̅ ̅  which both are attributed to 
A-site (Sr) cluster distortions along [111] and the consequent symmetry lowering. 
Furthermore, two phase transitions in STO are observed. The first one is the ferroelastic 
tetragonal-cubic transition at 105 K in STO and another one is single tetragonal domains 






Chapter 8 Summary and future directions 
8.1 Summary 
The aim of this work is to systematically investigate the low dimensional electron systems 
built on SrTiO3 based perovskite oxide heterostructures for oxide electronics by tuning and 
imaging the electronic properties of 2DEG in LAO/STO systems. The first work we have 
done is experimentally achieved bilayer 2DEGs system in LAO/STO superlattices. We’ve 
also studied carrier dynamics of bilayer 2DEG systems via temperature dependent 
photoluminescence. The Auger recombination coexists with single carrier trapping in 
conducting 2DEG channel in LAO/STO. In the next chapter we have presented work on 
tuning the conductivity threshold and carrier density of 2DEG by inserting different thickness 
LSTO within LAO/STO. Thickness dependent conducting-insulating phase diagram has been 
observed, which is consistent to the polar catastrophe theory. A thickness dependent carrier 
density is also observed which is not observed in other similar systems. The third work we’ve 
been mainly working on is the observation of a giant orbital MR in LAO/STO(110) quantum 
wells which is new. Orbital polarization, hybridization and ordering occur in this system 
confirmed by DFT calculations. Novel snake states and partially heavy flat bands are also 
observed. This LAO/STO(110) provides a new plat for orbital physics and oxide electronics 
as the hybridized electronics state is very like     symmetry, similar to so called eg system. In 
the next chapter we present our work on LTSEM imaging the tetragonal domains and their 
walls in STO at low temperatures. The most important and interesting observation and 
conclusion is the electric field induced twin walls are ferroelectric while their bulk keeps 
paraelectric. However, the 2DEG on LAO/STO(110) behaves different from the (001) case 
which might be due to the special    -like electronic states and partially flat bands in 
LAO/STO(110) system as studied in Chapter VI. It has been also observed the phase 






8.2 Perspective and guidance to future work 
In the future work, the LAO/STO(110) system would be the most important part since it 
could have quasi-one dimensional conductor behavior, based on which charge-spin separation 
would be much interesting to explore. Another very interesting work could be locally study 
the electronic states of LAO/STO(110) system, for example, by using STM.  
Regarding to the LTSEM measurement, the phase transitions in STO would be very 
interesting to explore by using LTSEM. Another possible experiment regarding to the 
observed twin walls in STO by using LTSEM would be experimentally writing and erasing 
by using electron beams. Tunnelling experiments of Nb/LAO/STO/2DEG and 
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